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3D web software visualisation has always been expensive, special purpose, and
hard to program. Most of the technologies used require large amounts of scripting,
are not reliable on all platforms, are binary formats, or no longer maintained.
We can make end-user web software visualisation of object-oriented programs
cheap, portable, and easy by using Extensible (X3D) 3D Graphics, which is a new
open standard. In this thesis we outline our experience with X3D and discuss the
suitability of X3D as an output format for software visualisation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Software visualisation is defined as the use of the crafts of typography,
graphic design, animation, and cinematography with modern human-
computer interaction and computer graphics technology to facilitate
both the human understanding and effective use of computer software.
John Stasko, John Domingue, Marc H. Brown, and Blaine A. Price [237].
Software visualisation has existed in many forms for a long time. Software
visualisation has been used for many different purposes including algorithm ani-
mation, education, program structure, program execution, program debugging,
memory leak analysis, software engineering, reverse engineering, software main-
tenance, and software reuse [68]. Software visualisation can be thought of as
the application of information visualisation techniques in software engineering
and can show the structure of software, runtime behaviour, and representation
of source code. Extensible 3D (X3D) Graphics [265] is a new light weight open
standard for web based 3D graphics. The goal of this thesis is to evaluate X3D
for use in software visualisation which could potentially help with all of these
purposes.
Frederick P. Brooks Jr. claims in his seminal paper No Silver Bullet: Essence and
Accidents of Software Engineering [32] that software is invisible and unvisualisable.
The reality of object-oriented software today is that it is quite complex and con-
tinually growing in complexity in a variety of ways [22]. If we want software
visualisation to be a practical tool for developers, we have to develop visualisation
techniques and systems that are designed to handle the complexity of tomorrows
systems, not yesterdays [208]. The large scale software systems of today makes
software visualisation harder now than before.
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1.1 Motivation
As part of an ongoing research project we have designed a Visualisation Archi-
tecture for REuse (VARE) [160] for evaluating software components over the web.
The design supports visualising components in multiple languages and configura-
tions (e.g. complete programs or just code fragments). Our architecture requires
tools to develop and deliver easy to learn and easy to use visualisations from
execution traces.
Our research group has created a prototype tool that can produce 2D Scalable
Vector Graphics (SVG) visualisations over the web from our execution traces [74,
75]. Ware et al. [263] demonstrate that displaying object-oriented software in
three dimensions instead of two can make it easier for users to understand the
data. We want to create 3D software visualisations for software reuse, software
maintenance, and reverse engineering that can be viewed over the web and has
good XML support which is an important requirement for VARE [160]. We require
a language and a tool that can produce these 3D web software visualisations.
The tools and visualisations that we are interested in building are aimed at
software developers who have standard personal computers (CRT or LCDmonitor,
keyboard and mouse, web browser) and an Internet connection. The computer
requirements include approximately 512MB-2GB of memory, a dedicated graphics
/ video card, and no special purpose hardware for input or output. Our visuali-
sation architecture project [160] needs a web-based technology that meets these
requirements.
Most web-based technologies that are used to create 3D software visualisations
over the web use either Java3D, Java applets, or VRML. Java3D requires libraries to
be installed onto users platforms and require a viewer to be created. Java applets
have security restrictions, are slow to load when embedded in a web page, and
sometimes have problems when working on different platforms. VRML is no
longer maintained, hard to extend, and hard to inter-operate with other languages.
Java3D is a binary format while VRML is a text based format that uses the old
OpenInventor style syntax. All of these technologies lack support for XML.
This thesis evaluates using X3D [265] – the new open standard for web 3D
graphics – for use in software visualisation. This thesis addresses the following
research questions: How good is X3D for use in software visualisation? How well
does X3D support the software visualisation pipeline, by creating visualisations




The key contribution of this thesis is evaluating how suitable X3D is for software
visualisation. In more detail:
• X3D Software Visualisation Case Studies (§4) - this work replicates and
discusses the implementation of a range of software visualisations in X3D
including algorithm animations, UML diagrams, documentation-related
visualisations, and execution trace visualisations.
• VARE-3D (§4.1) - this effort provides a prototype tool which can produce
software visualisations in X3D from XML execution traces over the web.
• Software Visualisation Media Evaluation Framework (§5) - this work cre-
ates a framework for evaluating software visualisation media or graphics
technologies for use in software visualisation based on a previous evaluation
model.
• Evaluating X3D For Use in Software Visualisation (§6) - this work applies
our software visualisation media evaluation framework to evaluate how
good X3D is for software visualisation.
1.3 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows:
• Chapter 2 contains related work in the areas of information visualisation,
software visualisation, and describes our visualisation architecture project,
VARE.
• Chapter 3 explores X3D giving an overview, describing the specification,
listing some X3D resources such as browsers and tools, and discussing
improvements to the specification and the future of X3D on the web.
• Chapter 4 presents our web-based prototype tool for producing X3D soft-
ware visualisations, then describes our X3D software visualisation case
studies. Our case studies include algorithm animations, UML diagrams,
documentation-related visualisations, and execution trace visualisations.
• Chapter 5 describes a framework for evaluating software visualisation media
or graphics technologies in software visualisation.
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• Chapter 6 then applies our software visualisation media evaluation frame-
work with our X3D software visualisations and our use of the X3D specifica-
tion.
• Chapter 7 summarises our findings, by discussing the advantages, disadvan-
tages and potential improvements of X3D for software visualisation. We also
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In a recent survey [133, 134] based on questionnaires completed by 111 re-
searchers from software maintenance, re-engineering and reverse engineering,
40% found software visualisation absolutely necessary for their work and another
42% found it important but not critical. 7% think that is is at least relevant and
6% that they can do without but it is nice to have. Only 1% believe software visu-
alisation is not an issue at all. Finally, 4% did not answer the question. From the
same survey relatively few people consider software visualisation their primary
research (11%) or at least a substantial part of their research (18%). Many people
are doing software visualisation research every now and then (20%), however
most people are primarily using or integrating existing software visualisation tools
developed by others (33%).
We believe that applying visualisation techniques to software will help to assist
developers to understand software. Understanding the shape of existing software
is a crucial first step to understanding how software systems have been built [22].
Developers face the task of understanding software when they want to reuse,
maintain, reverse engineer, or re-engineer a piece of software. Visualising the
source code and run-time of software can give a greater insight into the structure
and behaviour of software, and will be able to help developers in these tasks [237].
The main reasons for wanting to reuse and maintain software are to save
on time, effort, and costs in both development and maintenance of quality soft-
ware [193]. For software reuse the developer will not have to implement a new
solution to an old problem. For software maintenance the refactoring of code and
fixing bugs will be reduced. The reason for reverse engineering is to break a piece
of software down to understand it to either build a copy of the software or to
improve the software [39]. Re-engineering is the subsequent modification of the
software once it has been reverse engineered, usually to add new functionality or
to correct errors.
Next we describe the nature of information visualisation, and techniques for
visualising information. We then describe the nature of software visualisation,
and look at various software visualisation systems that have used 3D graphics.
Finally, in the last section, we describe the software visualisation architecture being
developed by our research group.
2.1 Information Visualisation
Card et. al [45] describe information visualisation as the use of computer-supported,
interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition. Even after
producing a visual representation, the following issues must be addressed: ex-
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ploration, navigation, and interpolation of the data [46]. Several overviews on
information visualisation exist [23, 45, 50, 101, 231, 232, 258].
The theory of the visual display of quantitative information [253] consists of
principles that generate design options and that guide choices among the design
options. Tufte [253] describes graphical excellence of quantitative information, as
the well designed presentation of interesting data - a matter of substance, of statis-
tics, and of design. Graphical excellence consists of complex ideas communicated
with clarity, precision, and efficiency. This results in a visualisation displaying the
greatest number of ideas, in the shortest time and in the smallest space possible.
An early example of graphical excellence is the original London Underground
map designed by Harry Beck in 1933, see Figure 2.1. Typically most people will
use the map as a visualisation tool for planning a journey from one station to
another and a feasible route between them. People may memorise their route by
colour or the direction of the lines involved and any intermediate stations. The
internal model created by memorising a route is known as a cognitive map [232].
Beck based the map on electrical circuit diagrams which does not reflect the
geography of the city above. The revolutionary design with minor modifications
and additions still remains today. Further information on the history of the London
Underground Map is located in Garland [88].
Ben Shneiderman [228] created a visual design guideline called the visual
information seeking mantra which says show an overview first, then zoom and
filter, and finally show details-on-demand. He then proposed a task by data type
taxonomy which has seven data types (1-, 2-, 3-dimensional data, temporal and
multi-dimensional data, and tree and network data) and seven tasks which a
user can perform (overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand, relate, history, and
extract). This mantra is one of the very few methodical guidelines for designing
information visualisations and it is the most widely cited [64]. There are, however,
other user task heuristics [4, 5, 142, 254, 278, 279] but they are not as useful for
evaluating usability, focus on low level tasks, or are domain specific. Each of these
other user task heuristics have components which overlap Shneiderman’s [228]
mantra.
2.1.1 2D Versus 3D Visualisation
Visualisation in 2D has been heavily explored [45]. What benefits 3D representation
is over 2D still remains to be answered for information and software visualisation.
The goal of this thesis is not to determine if 3D software visualisations are better
than 2D software visualisations. Instead we are going to evaluate a 3D technology
– X3D, an open standard for web 3D graphics – for use in software visualisation.
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Figure 2.1: Harry Beck’s 1933 original London Underground map. Reproduced by
kind permission of London’s Transport Museum c©Transport for London.
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We now give a brief overview of 2D versus 3D for information visualisation.
A 3D world gives users an extra degree of freedom, but sometimes this leads to
confusion and complications with understanding and navigating a visualisation
compared to 2D visualisations [50]. Ware et al. [16, 260, 261] compared 2D and
various different 3D techniques for comprehending 3D graphs using fish-tank (no
flat screen) virtual reality [214, 244, 259]. Fish-tank virtual reality uses expensive
special purpose hardware such as head-mounted 3D displays, mounted projec-
tors, 3D input devices, and tracking devices. The 3D techniques considerably
outperformed the 2D displays, errors were reduced when using 3D, and being
able to move or rotate the graph were key features of the 3D techniques. They
have since abandoned this mode of viewing because graphics technology today
have remarkably improved and cheaper since their earlier work. They now use 3D
graphics technologies that don’t require head mounted displays or head tracking
devices.
Hubona et al. [109] claim understanding of a 3D structure over 2D improves
when a user can manipulate the structure. Another study by Irani and Ware et
al. [110, 111, 112] found that information will be easier to read when 2D UML infor-
mation structures are mapped into connected structures built with 3D primitives
called geon diagrams. Geon diagrams are made out of cones, spheres, cylinders,
and boxes.
Risden et al. [218] compared 2D and 3D visualisations of web content and the
results indicated that there were no reliable differences in overall user performance
or satisfaction with the visualisations. Hicks et al. [106] conducted some empirical
evaluations on 2D and 3D representations which presented customer behaviour
information on telecommunication usage. The results indicated a performance
advantage for the 2D display compared with both the 3D representations. Accord-
ingly the merits about 3D are mixed as there are a number of conflicting research
studies.
Moving from 2D to 3D user interfaces will not necessarily enhance a user’s
performance through natural support for spatial memory, i.e. a user remembering
where objects are located in space. Robertson et al.’s [219] 3D Data Mountain al-
lowed users to arrange thumbnail images of web pages on an inclined plane along
the Z dimension. The results showed that the Data Mountain improved retrieval
times and reduced error rates in comparison to Internet Explorer’s Favourites.
Tavanti and Lind [245] conducted experiments using 2D and 3D interfaces for
remembering alphanumeric characters. The results of the experiments confirmed
that the 3D display better supported the task of correctly locating the characters
on the depth level.
Some contrasting similar studies on spatial memory were carried out by Cock-
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burn et al. [58, 60, 61, 62] where they replicated both of the two previous examples
by Robertson et al. [219] and Tavanti and Lind [245]. The results showed no sig-
nificant difference between 2D and 3D when using computer-supported systems,
but 2D performed better when using actual physical systems.
Shneiderman [229] gives evidence that disorientation and occlusions of infor-
mation are major weaknesses of 3D visualisations. Shneiderman claims that 3D
information visualisation interfaces have the potential for novel social, scientific,
and commercial applications if designers go beyond mimicking 3D reality. In
order to achieve good 3D information visualisations, the following features must
be supported: rapid situation awareness through effective overviews, reduced
number of actions to accomplish tasks, and prompt and meaningful feedback for
user actions. Bowman et al. [29, 30] provide an excellent introduction to 3D user
interfaces.
Chen [50] claims that current empirical studies suggest that increasing an
interface from 2D to 3D is unlikely to be enough to boost the task performance,
unless additional functions are provided so that users can have greater control of
objects within a 3D visualisation.
Nielsen [172, 173] claims that “3D is never going to make it big-time in user
interfaces and especially web user interfaces until we get true 3D control devices”.
This is because 3D images are displayed on a 2D computer screens and are con-
trolled through 2D input devices, the mouse and keyboard. Spence [231] also
claims for 3D to be useful one has to be able to move the data in a visualisation.
To summarise the 2D versus 3D visualisation debate, one should not assume
that a 3D visualisation is automatically superior to a 2D visualisation. Answering
the question “which is better, 3D or 2D?” is difficult, if not impossible [84]. When
deciding on using 3D there should be clear important subtasks for which 3D is
clearly beneficial over 2D [258]. Simply increasing a visualisation from 2D to 3D is
unlikely to improve task performance unless extra and greater controls of 3D data
in the visualisation are created.
2.1.2 3D Information Visualisation Techniques
We now discuss some 3D information visualisation techniques and metaphors. We
are particularly interested in 3D information visualisation techniques that could be
used for creating X3D software visualisations. A broader range of 3D information
visualisation techniques can be found elsewhere [51, 274].
One concept for information visualisation is Focus + Context [45] which re-
quires the user having a view of the whole data available (context), while pursing
detailed analysis of a part of it (focus). A distorted view, a focus + context tech-
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nique, is created by applying a transformation function to an undistorted image.
Creating a distorted view magnification in one place occurs at the expense of
compression in another. Leung and Apperley [143] describe a taxonomy and a
unified theory of graphical distortion-oriented presentation techniques for spatial
problems.
The Polyfocal Display [117] is a one-dimensional form that has a transformation
andmagnification function where the highest peak is the focus of display. Fish-Eye
views [87] are a way to generate a small display of a large structure in a wide
angle or fish-eye lens where distance and level of detail can be defined. Sarkar and
Brown [224] extended Furna’s fish-eye concept by creating the graphical fish-eye
view.
The Bifocal Lens [233] contains one part of information in detail while the other
parts in limited detail. Carpendale et al. [46] have created a 3D Bifocal Fish-Eye
view. The Perspective Wall [149] is a conceptual descendant of the bifocal display
where the main difference is that of the out-of-focus regions. The Table Lens [198]
displays information based on a table format where a specified number of cells in
a table are the main focus.
The Hyperbolic Browser [136], for visualising large hierarchies, distorts space
so when a user moves around in the display a virtual camera follows and con-
stantly redisplays the view onto Euclidean space on the screen. Essentially the
information in the hyperbolic browser is stretched and squeezed as the user moves
position or moves objects.
The traditional way of representing tree structures such as XML documents
is to have a directed graph with a root node at the top then child nodes below
connected to parent nodes by links. The major problem with this traditional tree
representation is that it occupies a great deal of space, usually to the extent that
for more than three levels and more than 50 nodes at the third level, the tree is too
large for an effective presentation on a display screen [231]. We now discuss some
improved techniques for displaying trees.
Shneiderman created the Tree Map [116, 227] which displays tree structures as
a rectangular 2D display in a space-filling manner, where 100% of the designated
display space is utilised. The TreeMapwas designed to gain a better representation
of the utilisation of storage space on a hard disk as viewed from the perspective of
a multiple level directory of subdirectories and files. Figure 2.2 shows a practical
use of Tree Maps with an image of KDirStat1 which is a graphical disk usage utility
for KDE that is based on SequoiaView [256, 268] an implementation of a Tree Map.
Bladh et al. [28] created a 3D tree map application, Step Tree. They conducted
1http://kdirstat.sourceforge.net
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Figure 2.2: Tree Map — KDirStat.
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usability studies and found that users perform significantly better on tasks related
to interpreting structural relationships when using Step Tree as opposed to Tree
Maps. The display of hierarchical depth was a clear advantage over Tree Maps.
Cone Trees [220] are a technique for visualising hierarchical information struc-
tures vertically, see Figure 2.3. The hierarchy is presented in 3D to maximise the
effective use of available screen space and enable visualisation of the whole struc-
ture. Cam Trees [220] are an alternative layout which are horizontally oriented.
Munzner et al. [166, 167] extended the Cone Tree layout for 3D hyperbolic space
by placing children on a hemisphere around the cone mouth instead of on its
perimeter, see Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.3: Cone Tree [220].
Cockburn and MacKenzie [59] conducted some empirical studies to demon-
strate the performance and effectiveness of users browsing documents through a
Cone Tree interface versus a Explorer-like tree normal browser. The normal tree
browser performed better for deep and shallow browsing due to the increased
density of information in the Cone Tree. The subjects stated that the Cone Trees
provided a better feel for the structure of the data space. Subjects also felt that the
lack of experience using the Cone Tree hindered their performance and with more
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Figure 2.4: Hyperbolic 3D Viewer [166].
time different results maybe achieved.
Figure 2.5: Information Cube [213].
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The Information Cube [213] is a 3D visualisation technique of hierarchical infor-
mation visualised as nested cubes, see Figure 2.5. The outermost cube corresponds
to the top level data, while the next level data are represented as the cubes in the
outer most cube. Each second level cube contains third level cubes etc. Each cube
has the title it is representing on its surface. Terminal data are presented as tiles
with labels on their surfaces.
The Information Landscape is a 2 1
2
D visualisation technique of hierarchical
information visualised on a single plane, see Figure 2.6. The information landscape
has been used to visualise the Unix file system [247] and web pages [7].
Wiss et al. [270] implemented and evaluated the Information Landscape, Cam
Tree and Information Cube. They found that if it were possible to predict what
the structure of the data will be, then this will help determine which information
visualisation design is most applicable. They suggest one strategy to avoid pre-
dicting the structure of data is to create a system where data sets can be viewed
by alternative visualisations in the same application. They then conducted an
empirical study [271] comparing the three information visualisation designs. The
results indicated that the subjects were significantly faster with the Information
Landscape when compared with both other visualisations. The Cam Tree was
significantly faster than the Information Cube. They found that local and global
overview and custom navigation are important factors when creating 3D user
interfaces.
The Botanical Tree [122], see Figure 2.7, is a visually intriguing way to visualise
huge hierarchies. Even though the visualisation is nice to look at it is not clear
that it adds further information than that of other tree layout visualisations. Jarke
van Wijk [255] questions whether these kind of visualisations are good or not. He
makes an attempt at determining how the value of visualisation can be assessed.
He concludes that there is no single answer, but that it depends on the point of
view one adopts.
We are interested in applying these tree-like visualisation techniques for visual-
ising software. We now discuss what software visualisation is and look at systems
that use 3D visualisation techniques.
2.2 Software Visualisation
Software visualisation is the application of information visualisation in software
engineering and can show the structure of software, runtime behaviour, and rep-
resentation of source code. Software visualisation is essentially situated at the
intersection of information visualisation, software engineering, human computer
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(a) 3D File System Navigator [247] — Unix file system.
(b) Harmony Browser [7] — web pages.
Figure 2.6: Information Landscape.
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Figure 2.7: Botanical Tree [122].
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interaction, graphics, and cognitive psychology [154]. Software Visualisation is
comprised of the following sub-fields algorithm visualisation, visual program-
ming, programming by demonstration, and program visualisation [237]. Figure 2.8
shows the relationships between the different types of software visualisation fields.
Figure 2.8: Areas of software visualisation [237].
Algorithm visualisation is the visualisation of the higher level abstractions
which describe software, where as algorithm animation [119, 194] is dynamic algo-
rithm visualisation. Algorithm animation communicates how an algorithm works
by graphically displaying its fundamental operations. Brown andHershberger [36]
claim that creating effective visualisations is an art, not a science. Flowcharts are
an example of static algorithm visualisations while visualising sorting algorithms
are algorithm animation. Algorithm animation has been quite useful for education
and for research into the design and analysis of algorithms [237]. Sorting Out
Sorting [17, 18] was the first teaching film on algorithm animation and described
nine sorting algorithms.
Program visualisation is the visualisation of actual program code or data
structures in either static or dynamic form. There are various software visualisation
systems that have been produced over the years and some early examples include
Balsa [34, 38] (the first real-time interactive algorithm animation system), Zeus [35]
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(follow up to Balsa), Tango [235, 239], Polka [238] (a follow up system to Tango),
Pavane [222], and Tarraingı´m [174, 175, 176] (a tool for visualising Self programs
produced by James Noble from our research group).
One notable recent software visualisation example is Jinsight [182, 183, 184,
185, 186, 187, 226] stemming from a wide range of work from IBM. Jinsight is a
tool for visualising and analysing the execution of Java programs and is useful for
performance analysis, memory leak diagnosis, debugging, or any task in which a
user needs to better understand what a Java program is really doing. Figure 2.9
shows a brief overview of some of the visualisations produced by Jinsight.
Several overviews on software visualisation exist which describe some more
recent software visualisation systems [43, 68, 69, 78, 115, 237, 276] and the state of
the art [80, 95, 189, 267].
Figure 2.9: Jinsight software visualisation system.
We are mainly interested in systems that can produce 3D visualisations of
software. We now look at various areas of software visualisation and focus onwhat
3D technologies they use and what interface they use to display the visualisations.
We first begin with early work on 3D software visualisation, followed by source
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code visualisations, object-oriented software metrics, UML diagrams, and finally,
dynamic visualisations.
2.2.1 Early 3D Software Visualisation
Stasko and Wehrli [240] identified the need for three-dimensional graphics in
software visualisation. They list the basic requirements for 3D computation visual-
isation, define three categories for characterising visualisations, and discuss their
system for supporting 3D animation development by programmers.
Koike [128, 129, 130, 131] described the significance of visualising software
information in three dimensional space and the problems of 2D visualisation. This
work also introduced the concept of a 3D class library browser to show method
inheritance. The class hierarchy was represented as a tree in the X-Y plane and
methods of each class were shown in the Z axis with the same X-Y coordinates.
Koike also looked at visualising large trace files in 3D of computer processes from
a number of computers running in parallel and communicating with each other.
Other early research has been done in 3D for visualising Lisp programs [146],
different features of a program [199, 200, 201], the layout and structuring of
object oriented software in three dimensions as directed graphs (GraphVisual-
izer3D [84, 262, 263] and NestedVision3D [181]), web-enabled visualisations of
complex SELF programs [72, 73, 105], and the Virtual Reality Modeling Language
(VRML) [264] for visualising call graphs [275], design patterns [44], and software
architectures [82].
Several systems have explored the use of 3D graphics for algorithm animation.
Some of these systems include Pavane [63, 222], Polka3D [240], Zeus3D [37],
3D-AAPE [93], JCAT [168, 169], and Alice [65].
2.2.2 Source Code Visualisations
sv3D [154, 155, 156] is a framework for visualising source code and related at-
tributes in 3D. For visualisations, the framework uses 3D metaphors based on
the SeeSoft [79] pixel representation and the 3D File Maps [202]. The framework
uses transparency, elevation, and special 3D manipulators to overcome occlusion.
They apply Shneiderman’s [228] seven high level user needs that an information
visualisation application should support to the framework. There is no support
for extraction and querying features, however. sv3D is implemented using Qt for
the user interface and Open Inventor for the rendering components. They also
show how sv3D can be combined with an information retrieval tool [273] to enrich
source code searching and browsing in MS Visual Studio. Previous work of theirs
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was done using immersive environments [150, 151] whereupon they created a
visual language which defines a formal mapping from object-oriented languages
to a visualisation in virtual reality. The language only supports syntactic and static
features of a program.
Numerous other systems have looked at visualising the static structure of
software in 3D as well. J3Browser [1, 2, 3] explores Java class relations in VRML
while their other tool VisMOOS [85, 86] is an Eclipse plug-in that uses Java3D.
Hierarchical Net [20, 21] visualises the structure of large software systems as
software landscapes. VizzAnalyzer [147] is a framework designed for reverse
engineering and can create visualisations in Java3D. VizzAnalyzer also has a
built-in tool Vizz3D [179], which can be used as standalone for visualising class
and package interaction, program evolution, and program quality as Java3D or
OpenGL visualisations. Telea et al. [246] provide an open toolkit for visualising
telecommunications software for the purposes of reverse engineering using Open
Inventor. CCVisu [25, 26, 27] uses a method for computing clustering layouts of
software systems for which the change history is available in VRML and SVG.
WhiteCoats [164] visualises the evolution of software from CVS repositories using
VRML. Finally, the Rube [108, 121] framework uses VRML for finite state machines,
but does not actually look at any specific source code.
Some researchers have even explored different visualisation metaphors for
source code comprehension. Thesemetaphors include 3D cities (SoftwareWorld [124,
125, 126], Component City [48], 3D City [178], and CodeCity [266] which uses
OpenGL), a 3D solar system metaphor [96], 3D self organizing maps [31], and 3D
computer game engines (Quake2 [123] and Quake3 [135]).
2.2.3 Object-Oriented Metrics
Churcher et al. [57, 118] use VRML for software visualisation and mainly focus
on object-oriented metrics. They visualise inheritance structures with cone trees,
inheritance structures with metrics, hierarchies with tree maps, web sites [102],
class cohesion [56], and object-oriented metrics and class clusters [114]. Figure
2.10(a) shows a Compound Tree Map which is an extension to the Tree Map [116,
227]. Each layer represents different weighted information such as the size or
age of the components. The original tree structure is also included to emphasise
the relationship with the weighted tree map. Figure 2.10(b) shows a node-link
diagram of object-oriented metrics focusing on class cohesion. Other key areas
they explore are the layout of virtual worlds using 3D layout algorithms using
a force directed approach [53, 55], XML in the visualisation pipeline [113], and
the software visualisation design process in terms of a design pipeline [54]. The
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design pipeline is essentially an architecture for visualising software.
(a) 3D Compound Tree Map [57].
(b) Class Cohesion [57].
Figure 2.10: Object-Oriented Metrics in VRML [57].
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Various other systems and research groups have also looked at visualising
object-oriented metrics in 3D including CrocCosmos [144, 145] (OpenGL and
VRML), MetaViz [215, 216, 217] (Java3D), and Langelier et al. [137, 138] (Direct3D).
2.2.4 UML Diagrams
Visualisations of various UML diagrams such as class, object, sequence, and
collaboration diagrams have been explored in 3D using Java3D [66, 76], VRML
[90, 92, 197] and X3D [163]. Displaying UML in 3D –which is intended to be drawn
on 2D surfaces – does not scale well once there are many nodes in a world. Text is
also hard to render in 3D. When text is rotated in 3D it is hard for a user to view
what is meant to be displayed. Rather than representing strict UML diagrams in
3D, some research has been conducted that represents UML diagrams as 3D geon
diagrams [110, 111, 112]. The geon diagrams are made from 3D primitives such
as cones, spheres, cylinders, and boxes. There also exists a software visualisation
tool based on the geon UML representation and implemented in Java3D [47].
Figure 2.11 shows approximately 700 classes from the Java3DAPI implemented
by McIntosh et al. [163] in X3D. The class information is parsed using JavaML
which creates an XML file for each class. Each XML class file is then transformed
using XSLT into separate X3D files. The root X3D visualisation file contains include
statements to all the other X3D class files. The layout of each of the X3D class files
in the root X3D visualisation file is not automated and is hard coded. They found
that their UML class visualisations only worked in one X3D browser. This is the
only other research group that we are aware of that is using X3D to create UML
software visualisations.
2.2.5 Dynamic Visualisations
BLOOM [202, 203, 204, 205, 209, 210, 211] is a system for understanding software
through visualisation, see Figure 2.12. BLOOM provides facilities for static and
dynamic data collection and offers a wide range of data analysis. The system
includes a visual query language for specifying what information should be
visualised. All these are used in conjunction with a back end that supports a
variety of 2D and 3D visualisation strategies. Some more recent systems by the
same researchers include JIVE [206, 207] and JOVE [212] for dynamic visualisations
of real applications, however, these systems do not create 3D visualisations.
Pounamu [277] is a system which can produce static or dynamic software
architecture notation in XML. They have built a number of tools that convert the
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Figure 2.11: X3D-UML [163].
Figure 2.12: BLOOM, Spiral views of the stack (sampled during execution) [203].
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XML notation about a program into the Graph eXchange Language (GXL)2 [269]
and can then convert the GXL information into SVG or VRML [241]. Knight and
Munro [127] have also explored using GXL to create visualisations for program
comprehension.
CodeCrawler [139, 140, 141] and the associated tools TraceCrawler [97, 98]
and CCJUN [272] explore visualising feature traces in 3D for the purposes of
object-oriented metrics. These tools use the Jun 3D framework to render the
visualisations. Jun 3D is implemented in Smalltalk and rendered in OpenGL.
Storer et al. [242] has developed a tool for teaching object-oriented program-
ming concepts to introductory level computer science courses. The tool provides
Java3D visualisations of the execution of Java programs including representation
of classes, objects, references, and method execution.
Charters et al. [49] question whether the time has come when no new advances
are being made in software visualisation and all advances are just variants on
old themes. We now discuss our approach to advancing the field of software
visualisation.
2.3 VARE: Visualisation Architecture for REuse
The Visualisation Architecture for REuse (VARE) [160] project is an ongoing effort
in our software design research group for generating web-based visualisations
of programs to support code reuse. The design of VARE supports multiple pro-
gramming languages and provides user control for the different parts in the
visualisation process.
2.3.1 Programming Mapping Visualisation
VARE is based on the ProgrammingMapping Visualisation (PMV)Model, which is
a conceptual model for describing program visualisation systems. The model was
developed by Stasko [234, 239] and Roman and Cox [221] and has three separate
elements: the program component, the mapping component and the visualisation
component, see Figure 2.13.
The role of the program component is to collect information about a program
either from the source code or while a program is executing, and passes this in-
formation to the mapping component. The mapping component transforms or
changes either all of this information or a subset into an appropriate format and
gives the transformed information to the visualisation component. The visualisa-
tion component then turns the transformed information into a visualisation.
2http://www.gupro.de/GXL/
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Figure 2.13: The Programming Mapping Visualisation Model [221, 234, 239].
2.3.2 Architecture
VARE is a client-server architecture, see Figure 2.14. The server contains repos-
itories and processes. Dashed lines represent test drive traces or visualisation
input or output, and solid lines represent control, queries or responses. On the
client side, the user manages the activities associated with creating and viewing
a visualisation. The component repository interface lets the user select a compo-
nent from the repository to create a component set. Once this is created, the user
can select an engine type from the engine repository to control the test driving of
these components. Test driving is defined as specifying a sequence of method
invocation and field access/modifications and then executing the sequence on a
component [157, 158]. The engine represents the program component from the
PMV model.
The engine generates an execution trace as output [12], which is stored in the
execution trace repository [9, 10]. An execution trace is then used as input to a
transformer. The transformer component then modifies the execution trace into
an appropriate form for a visualisation [74]. The transformer repository interface
lets the user select the transformer to use and the execution trace to use with it.
The transformer represents the mapping component from the PMV model.
Finally, the finished visualisation is stored in the visualisation repository. The
visualisation interface lets a user choose a particular visualisation and control its
presentation. The visualisations represent the visualisation component from the
PMV model.
2.3.3 Execution Traces
Visualisations of the behaviour of software are important because the dynamic
behaviour is typically ephemeral. We are interested in capturing the runtime
information of a program into an execution trace and then visualising subsets
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Figure 2.14: The VARE architecture [160].
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of the information contained within an execution trace. Tracing the execution
of a component involves catching information such as method calls, method
returns, field accesses, field modifications, object creation and object deletion in an
execution trace. Static information such as classes, super-classes, methods, and
fields can also be gathered from source files.
We have created a list of requirements for the kinds of information we would
like to see in an execution trace language and have created two XML execution
trace languages. Information on the requirements [159] and the languages [12], the
Process Abstraction Language (PAL) [161] and Reusable Component Descriptions
(RCD) for static information and eXtensible Trace Executions (XTE) for dynamic
information [157] can be found elsewhere.
Figure 2.15 shows an example XTE execution trace from a Java program. The
example shows three events, the creation of an object, a method call, and a method
return. Each event has an event id and an id for the thread the event belongs
to. Lines 1–7 show the StoreView object being created. Lines 8–13 show the
getUtilities method being called, and then lines 14–19 show the return of the
getUtilities method.



















Figure 2.15: XTE — example execution trace of a Java program.
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2.3.4 Visualisation Tools
Some recent visualisation tools that use the VARE architecture will now be de-
scribed. Spider [157, 158] is a prototype for exploring and documenting reusable
components in a web environment. Figure 2.16 shows a test drive of the Java
Calendar component. Spider documents components with Reusable Component
Descriptions (RCD) and execution traces with eXtensible Trace Executions (XTE)
by interpreting information stored in a component, detecting events in the run-
time environment, and interrogating the runtime environment’s state. Spider uses
the Java Debugger Interface [165] to extract information.
Figure 2.16: Spider, a test drive of the Java Calendar component [157, 158].
Visualisation of Execution Traces (VET) [162] is a prototype visualisation appli-
cation that lets users interact with and understand execution traces. VET follows
the methodology of show all data of an execution trace, then let users filter out
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unwanted data, and provide details on demand. VET uses filters so that users
can directly adjust the information being displayed by the visualisations. VET is a
plug-in based architecture which allows users to design their own visualisation
plug-ins, so that a user can decide what to draw and when particular events occur.
Users can also design their own filters. Figure 2.17 shows two visualisations, the
top one is a sequence diagram while the bottom one is an association diagram.
The two visualisations are synchronised at the same location within the execution
trace and also with the same information that is displayed.
Figure 2.17: VET displaying a sequence and an association diagram of the same
data from an execution trace [162].
Blur [74, 75] is a prototype for visualising execution traces by transforming
them into SVG visualisations that represent UML class or sequence diagrams. Blur
is implemented as a Java Servlet running in Apache Tomcat and can be accessed
over the web. Figure 2.18(a) shows a SVG UML interactive class diagram. When
the mouse covers a piece of code in the right hand side frame, the left hand side
highlights the appropriate class or method in the UML diagram. This is a helpful
tool for developers, because they can have a clear understanding of the class
diagram, and how the code works. Figure 2.18(b) shows a SVG UML sequence
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diagram. This is also helpful for the developer, as they can see the sequence of
interactions during the execution of a program.
Our research group have previously explored a few 2D technologies for visual-
ising our execution traces in VARE. Blur [74, 75] identified several reasons why
SVG failed to meet expectations for software visualisation. We are now interested
in seeing if there are any possible web-based 3D technologies that could be used
to complement our SVG visualisations.
2.3.5 3D Technologies
The aim of this thesis is to evaluate X3D for use in software visualisation. In this
section we briefly review some alternative 3D technologies. A more complete
exploration would require measuring each of the alternative solutions against our
framework for evaluating software visualisation media (§5) and compare with our
results from evaluating X3D (§6).
VRML
The Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) [6, 103, 257, 264] is a standard
file format for representing 3D interactive vector graphics, over the web. The
first version of VRML was specified in November 1994. The current version was
created in 1997 and is referred to as VRML97. VRML is a text file format where
a 3D polygon can be specified along with for example the surface colour, image-
mapped textures, shininess, and transparency. Animations, sounds, lighting, and
other aspects of the virtual world can interact with the user or may be triggered
by external events. VRML files are called worlds and have the .wrl extension.
Other VRML specifications include an XML Schema version of VRML3 and an
object-oriented language which extends VRML [67]. Neither of these applications
are well supported or sponsored by the Web3D Consortium. VRML was not used
for this project as X3D has replaced it and it is not easy to incorporate VRML with
other applications. Of note is that the Classic VRML encoding and the immersive
profile of X3D are directly similar to VRML97. Thus, any approach applied to X3D
should also work for VRML97 as well.
Java 3D
Java 3D [225] provides a set of object-oriented interfaces that support a simple,
high-level programming model you can use to build, render, and control the
behaviour of 3D objects and visual environments. The language is not lightweight
3http://www.xvrml.net
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(a) SVG interactive class diagram [74].
(b) SVG sequence diagram [74].
Figure 2.18: Blur SVG visualisation tool [74].
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as it is a binary format and needs a viewer to display the technology. Java3D does
not work with commercial web browsers unless used with Java applets, basic
graphics need to be encoded, and navigation options have to be developed.
OpenGL
The Open Graphics Library (OpenGL)4 is a specification defining a cross-language
cross-platform API for writing applications that produce 2D and 3D computer
graphics. The interface consists of about 250 different function calls which can be
used to draw complex three-dimensional scenes from simple primitives. OpenGL
is used in CAD, virtual reality, scientific visualisation programs, information
visualisation, and video game development. OpenGL is a very heavyweight
solution and requires writing all functionality as a software program to produce
a visualisation. Other programming languages make use of OpenGL by having
language bindings for rendering.
Linden Scripting Language
Second Life5 has a scripting language called the Linden Scripting Language
(LSL) [223] named after the company that created Second Life, Linden Labs. LSL
is a programming language for users to create virtual worlds in Second Life and
has a syntax that is similar to C. The scripts are compiled to byte-code before run-
time execution in a virtual machine on a Linden Lab server. LSL is event driven,
features states, 3D variable types, and has functions for manipulating physics and
avatar interaction.
COLLAborative Design Activity (COLLADA)
COLLAborative Design Activity (COLLADA) [14] is an intermediate or inter-
change file format designed for interactive 3D applications. COLLADA is an open
XML standard for exchanging digital assets that store their assets in incompatible
proprietary formats.
COLLADA was originally created by Sony Computer Entertainment as the
official format for PlayStation 3 and PlayStation Portable development [15]. COL-
LADA is now owned by the Khronos Group6 which also manages the OpenGL
specification.
COLLADA was designed as a format for transporting data from one content
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Blender. Maya and 3D Studio Max are both owned by Autodesk. Some applica-
tions use the COLLADA format including the Unreal Tournament game engine7
and Google Earth8.
Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML)
The Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML)9 is a new declarative XML
language that defines objects and their properties. The syntax of XAML focuses
on defining the user interface for the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)
or Silverlight and is separate from the application code. XAML supports 3D and
control features. XAML requires the .Net framework to be installed on a users
machine. Since XAML is very new, a Microsoft technology, not cross platform,
and primarily used for user interfaces it is not a standard worth considering yet
for our software visualisations.
Graph Drawing Systems
One final kind of alternative technology would be to use specific graph draw-
ing [250] systems designed for drawing large 3D directed graphs. Some systems
include WilmaScope [77] (Java3D) and Walrus10. Most of these systems do not
run in a web browser and would require lots of customisation to work with our
software visualisation system.
2.4 Summary
We are interested in understanding what software looks like to help with software
reuse, software maintenance, and software re-engineering. We believe that captur-
ing the static (source code) and dynamic (run-time) information about software in
execution traces, and then applying information visualisation techniques to the
execution traces, will help to assist developers to understand the structure and
behaviour of software.
We have an existing software visualisation architecture [160] that requires tools
and visualisations to be created to understand software. The interface to our
tools are web based and we have already created a 2D visualisation tool that can
produce SVG software visualisations [74, 75]. Ware et al. [261] demonstrate that






easier for users to understand the data. We want to create software visualisations
over the web in 3D.
Very little research has been done on the applicability of using X3D [265]
– the Web3D Consortium’s open standard for web 3D graphics – for software
visualisation. We are aware of one other research group using X3D for visualising
UML class diagrams [163], see Figure 2.11 (§2.2.4). We believe it is imperative to
evaluate X3D to determine how applicable X3D is for use in software visualisation.
The benefit of this evaluation will be that it will help other developers to determine
whether or not X3D is an appropriate media for use in the development of their
software visualisation systems.
Most existing 3D software visualisation systems visualise source code, object-
oriented metrics, UML diagrams, or execution traces. Most of these systems are
not web based and are usually standalone desktop applications. The visualisations
produced from these system usually render the visualisations in languages that
are either no longer supported (VRML), are binary (Java3D), and are very heavy
weight (OpenInventor, OpenGL).
X3D is more light-weight, is the open standard for web 3D graphics, has an
XML encoding, and can be used over the web. X3D alleviates the problems of other
3D languages (§2.3.5) as it is not a heavy-weight solution, not a binary format,
and not designed as an intermediary format. In this thesis we have decided to
evaluate X3D [265] for use in software visualisation to see if these characteristics
of X3D meet the requirements for our ongoing software visualisation research
project (§2.3).
This thesis aims to answer the following research questions:
• How good is X3D for use in software visualisation?
• How well does X3D support the software visualisation pipeline, by creating
X3D visualisations from execution traces?
• How well does X3D support our software visualisation architecture?
In the next chapter we explore the X3D language, while the following chapter
shows our 3D visualisation tool and the X3D software visualisations that can be
produced from the tool.
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X3D [265] is a royalty-free open standards file format and run-time architecture
to represent and communicate 3D scenes and objects over the web. X3D is an
International Standards Organization (ISO) standard that provides a system for
the storage, retrieval, interactive, and playback of real time graphics content
embedded in applications, all within an open architecture to support a wide array
of domains and user scenarios [265]. The aim of this chapter is to give an overview
of X3D, highlighting key components from the specification, describing some
available tools, and discussing the prospects and the viability of X3D on the web
in the future.
3.1 Overview
X3D is the successor to the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) [264]
from the same standards authority, the Web3D Consortium1. There exists a good
overview of X3D fundamentals [42] and a book on X3D by Don Brutzman and
Leonard Daly [41]. Complete details on VRML and early details on X3D are
available in the literature [6, 257].
There is a broad range of application areas where X3D is currently being ap-
plied. Some areas include interactive marketing (entertainment and educational
titles), building architecture and urban planning, geography, scientific visualisa-
tion, industry engineering (oil and gas, automotive, e-learning, virtual training
and simulation for military and navy), mobiles and PDAs, and education [52].
The basic structure of X3D documents is very similar to any other XML doc-
ument. Scene graphs2, nodes, and fields (in X3D terminology) correspond to
documents, elements, and attributes (in XML terminology) [41]. X3D documents
combine both geometry and the run-time behaviour into a single XML file. The
scene graph is the run-time environment of an X3D file. Nodes within the scene
graph can have descriptive fields and can contain one or more child nodes.
X3D content maybe presented in a native X3D browser, a web browser that has
an X3D plug-in or transformed and delivered to a VRML browser. X3D content
can be created from DTDs or XML Schemas and edited using authoring tools, text
editors, or transformed using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations
(XSLT) [191, 192]. X3D allows scripts to be embedded such as JavaScript, or refer to
external JavaScript or Java binary files. The X3D browsers allow full 3D navigation.
1http://www.web3d.org
2A scene graph is a directed, acyclic graph containing objects represented as nodes and the
relationships between objects in the 3D world [89].
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3.2 Specification
The first X3D draft specification was developed in 1999 and launched as an open
standard in 2001. The specification was first submitted to the ISO in 2002 and
became official in 2004 as ISO/IEC 19775:2004 - Extensible 3D (X3D) [89] or X3D
version 3.0. The current version is 3.2.
3.2.1 Basic Example
Figure 3.1 shows the basic Hello World X3D example [41]. The X3D code declares
the text “Hello world!”, a sphere, and applies an image of the world as texture from
Figure 3.2 to the sphere. Figure 3.3 displays the X3D content in Mozilla Firefox
version 2.0 using the Octaga X3D web browser plug-in. Figure 3.4 represents the
tree structure of the X3D nodes from Figure 3.1.
A user can rotate the globe in Figure 3.3 or zoom-in/zoom-out to find countries
of interest. Lines 1-7 in Figure 3.1 are default X3D information which define the
XML version, the X3D DTD and XML Schema, Immersive profile, and the X3D
root node. Lines 8-10 define the meta data, which there can be more of. Lines
11-28 define the contents of the X3D scene. Line 12 defines a specific viewpoint
which will be the default view that the X3D browser loads initially. Lines 14-20
define the sphere with the image of the world used as texture. Lines 21-26 define
the text to display and define what colour the text is. Line 29 is the closing tag of
the X3D root element.
3.2.2 Encodings
There are specifications for encoding X3D in XML, binary, and a VRML derived
encoding called X3D classic. X3D files using the XML encoding are saved with the
file extension .x3d, .x3dv for X3D VRML classic encoded, or .x3db for X3D binary.
VRML files have the extension of .wrl which stands for world. There are also
language bindings for ECMAScript (implemented as JavaScript) and Java as well
as node prototyping, which together provide support for scene graph extensions
and new language functionality [41].
3.2.3 Profiles
X3D is organised as a set of components where each component describes a set of
related functionality. Profiles are built from components and are standardised sets
of extensions to meet specific application needs. There are four main profiles in
ascending functionality order, see Figure 3.5:
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <!DOCTYPE X3D PUBLIC "ISO//Web3D//DTD X3D 3.2//EN"
3 "http://www.web3d.org/specifications/x3d-3.2.dtd">





9 <meta content="HelloWorld.x3d" name="title"/>
10 </head>
11 <Scene>










22 <Text string=‘"Hello" "world!"’ />
23 <Appearance>






Figure 3.1: X3D content that encodes a sphere with an image of the world used as
texture and the text “Hello world!” [41].
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Figure 3.2: An image of the world earth-topo.png [41].
Figure 3.3: X3D Sample Document — Hello World.
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Figure 3.4: The X3D nodes represented as a tree structure from the Hello World
sample document.
Figure 3.5: X3D Baseline Profiles [265].
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• Interchange - is the basic profile for communicating between applications,
and supports geometry, texturing, basic lighting, and animation.
• Interactive - enables basic interaction with a 3D environment by adding
various sensor nodes for user navigation and interaction, enhanced timing,
and additional lighting.
• Immersive - enables full 3D graphics and interaction, including audio sup-
port, collision, fog, and scripting.
• Full - includes all defined nodes in the X3D specification and incorporates
other advanced components such as NURBS3, H-Anim4 and GeoSpatial5.
There are other additional profiles that complement the main four profiles
which include MPEG-4 Interactive and CAD Distillation Format (CDF). MPEG-
4 Interactive is a small subset of the Interactive profile designed for broadcast,
handheld devices and mobile phones. CDF enables translations of CAD data to
an open format for publishing and interactive media.
3.3 X3D Nodes
There are a number of nodes that can be used in an X3D scene including: geom-
etry, grouping, appearance, material, textures, viewing, navigation, animation,
interaction, lighting, environment, sound, and prototypes. We will now give a
brief overview of some of the nodes. Further detailed information can be found
elsewhere [41].
3.3.1 Geometry
X3D supports 2D and 3D geometry. The 2D geometry nodes include: arcs, closed
arcs, circles, polylines, polypoints, rectangles and triangles. The 3D geometry
nodes include: boxes, cones, cylinders, spheres, indexed face sets, indexed line
sets, elevation grids, and extrusion (see Figure 3.6).
Boxes, cones, cylinders, and spheres are specified as typical 3D shapes. Indexed
face sets and indexed line sets specify coordinate points which are then indexed to
draw shapes with faces or lines. Elevation grids are used to draw physical world
objects like terrains, grounds, hills, and skies. Extrusion nodes, see Figure 3.7,
3NURBS is short for non-uniform, rational B-spline and is used for generating and representing
curves and surfaces.
4Humanoid Animation is an abstract representation for modeling 3D human figures.
5The GeoSpatial component can be used for geographic and geospatial applications.
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can be used to create a wide variety of shapes and are much like what happens
when molten plastic is extruded through a hole pattern [41]. The extrusion node
starts with a planar cross-section outline and stretches it out around a series of
line segments called a spine. The spine is a list of 3D points for a piecewise-linear
curve that form a series of connected vertices. Finally, text can be displayed with
the text node, while the font style node defines the size, font face, layout, and style
of the text.
Graphical properties can be applied to shapes by defining an appearance
node. Lines 16–19 in Figure 3.1 show an example of the appearance node. The
appearance node specifies the visual properties of geometry in an X3D scene.
The appearance node has elements for defining a shape’s fill properties (filled or
patterns), line properties (solid, dashed, dotted), texture (images, sound, movies,
pixels), and material (ambiance, colour, transparency). The material node specifies
surface material properties for associated geometry nodes and is used by the X3D
lighting equations during rendering.
Nodes have built-in fields which have a field name, access type, and type of
field. The field name is a textual description. The access type defines how the
field is accessed and there are four possible values: initializeOnly, inputOnly,
ouputOnly, and inputOutput. The type of field can be a boolean, string, colour,
integer, float, double, image, node, or a vector. Each field can be either a single or
multiple (array) field.
The DEF and USE attributes are used for defining and copying a node, multiple
nodes, or even groups of nodes. The DEF attribute is a textual identification label in
a file, whereas the USE attribute refers back to a node with a DEF name. Essentially
the DEF attribute is used to label a node and then the USE attribute is used in a
subsequent location in the file which contains the same features of the defined
node. These attributes together can make X3D files less verbose.
3.3.2 Grouping
Shapes can be grouped in an X3D scene in many different ways. The group node
is used to collect related objects into a single parent in the scene graph hierarchy.
The transform node is a grouping node that defines a coordinate system for its
children that is relative to the coordinate systems of its ancestors. The transform
node specifies a translation and a rotation field which has values for the X, Y, and
Z coordinates. The inline node is essentially an include statement and can bring in
nodes to the scene from another X3D file, referenced by a URL.
The level of detail (LOD) node is a grouping node that allows various levels
of detail or complexity to be displayed for an object, and provides hints allowing
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(a) X3D Box. (b) X3D Sphere.
(c) X3D Cylinder. (d) X3D Cone.
(e) X3D Indexed Face Set. (f) X3D Elevation Grid.
Figure 3.6: Examples of 3D geometry definitions in X3D [41].
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(a) Points making up a spine define a lo-
cal Spine-aligned Cross-section Plane (SCP)
where cross-sections are repeated.
(b) Example pentagon extrusion views show-
ing default rendering on left and SCP on right.
(c) Extrusion example constructing the walls
of a building.
(d) Extrusion example constructing the hull,
superstructure, and smoke trail of a ship.
Figure 3.7: Examples of extrusion geometry definitions in X3D [41].
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browsers to automatically choose the appropriate version of the object based on
the distance from the viewer. The switch node can be used to render different
child nodes (zero or more nodes) that are grouped together. The switch node can
be used for animating geometry and providing customised level of detail. The
rendering of the order of the child nodes can also be controlled.
3.3.3 Viewing and Navigation
X3D allows end-users full 3D navigation in a scene and supports the following
navigation types: any, walk, examine, fly, look-at, none, slide, and pan. The
navigation info node contains information describing the physical characteristics
of the viewer’s avatar and viewing model. The navigation info node can define
the default navigation type, navigation speed, and rotation speed for a scene that
will be used when a user loads an X3D file.
Users can navigate to predefined locations and viewing orientations using
viewpoints. The viewpoint node defines a specific location in the local coordinate
system from which a user may view an X3D scene. Viewpoints can also have
textual descriptions to distinguish them. The anchor node allows geometry to be
linked to other viewpoints in the scene or to external content (e.g. X3D or HTML
files). The anchor node is similar to the HTML anchor tag.
Scenes can be more responsive for users when the billboard and collision nodes
are used. The billboard node can be used to adjust shapes such as text to always
be readable in the current viewpoint by a user. The billboard node is a grouping
node which modifies its coordinate system so that the billboard node’s local Z-axis
turns to point at the viewer and the children geometry nodes are also rotated to
change position. The collision node defines object collision detection properties for
nodes. The collision node can be disabled to allow users to pass through objects.
3.3.4 Lighting, Environment, and Sound
Various lighting nodes can be used to make an effect on the X3D scene. Directional
light illuminates the environment in a single direction. The headlight node is
turned on by default as directional light and is fixed at the location and direction
of the current user viewpoint. The point light node provides a single light source
that is spread evenly in all directions, while the spotlight node highlights geometry
within a cone-shaped beam.
The background and fog nodes can be used to provide important environmen-
tal effects. The background node can be used to colour the ground and sky with
an array of colours or image textures. The fog node gradually replaces the colour
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reflected by objects according to the distance from the viewer.
The load sensor node can be used for tracking the download progress of
external files which can delay the start of animations until all downloads have
completed. The proximity sensor node is used to detect changes in the current
viewer position and orientation, and can be used to create heads-up displays
(HUDs) such as a dashboard in first-person computer video games. The visibility
sensor node detects whether a specified volume of space is visible from the current
user view. The difference between the proximity and visibility sensor is that
the visibility sensor does not detect whether the current user’s view is within a
predefined region.
The sound node identifies the source, location, intensity, direction, and spatial
characteristics for a sound source in an X3D scene. The audio clip node provides
and controls the source for the sound node. X3D supports the uncompressed
wavefile (.wav), and compressed MIDI (.midi) and MP3 (.mp3) sound file formats.
3.3.5 Animation and Interaction
Animation and user interaction are controlled by sensors and interpolators in
conjunction with the routing event model, see Figure 3.8. A user first clicks (touch
sensor) or drags (plane, cylinder, or sphere sensor) a geometry node, or types
(key sensor) which activates a clock node (time sensor node). The time sensor
then sends values to an interpolator node (scalar, colour, position, orientation, and
coordinate), which in turn outputs values whereupon some other geometry in the
scene is modified (e.g. colour, position, orientation). At each step in the animation,
events are passed from one node’s output field to another node’s input field via a
ROUTE directive. This animation process is referred to as the routing event model.
The identification of each node in the routing event model is located via the DEF
attribute of the node.
Figure 3.8 shows the X3D routing event model where a user can click or drag
a node which is detected by mouse touch and drag sensors. The touch and drag
sensors first activate a timer which then activates the frames of an interpolator
to change a variable in the target node. Depending on the visualisation, user
interaction is not always required to initiate animations. Instead the animation
can be activated by only a time sensor. ROUTE directives are used and act as the
glue to link the sensors, interpolators, and target nodes together.
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Figure 3.8: X3D Routing Event Model [41].
3.3.6 Prototypes
Prototypes provide a way to extend the X3D language by creating new nodes from
other shapes that can be reused in an X3D scene or other scenes. Prototypes are a
customised way to create new nodes without relying on a component to be added
through the X3D specification approval process. Prototypes allow developers to
define fields and even embed scripts which means they can be helpful for creating
customised X3D objects when needed.
First a prototype definition is declared (ProtoDeclare) which is used to build
a new node from other nodes. The prototype definition is then used to create
prototype instances (ProtoInstance). Each new prototype instance is traversed
and processed in the X3D browser run-time. The prototype declarations can be
defined in the X3D file or reused if defined in a separate external file. If the
prototypes are declared externally they can be retrieved when necessary using the
the ExternProtoDeclare statement.
A prototype declaration defines a prototype interface and prototype body. The
interface defines the fields while the body defines the nodes, which are instantiated
when a prototype is created. The fields have the same kind of properties as X3D
node fields such as the type of field, access type, and if any default value is
required. The prototype nodes can have the same kind of functionality as that of
built-in X3D nodes.
3.4 Resources
We now briefly look at some X3D browsers, digital content authoring tools, devel-
oper toolkits and libraries, and finally, file translators and utilities.
3.4.1 X3D Browsers and Plug-ins
The interpretation, execution, and presentation of X3D scenes occurs in an X3D
browser. Figure 3.9 shows a representative example of the architecture of an X3D
browser [265]. The X3D browser either reads or writes the scene whereupon a
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parser interprets the file format of the scene. Nodes are next created and sent to
the scene graph manager which then draws these nodes as images with appro-
priate geometry, appearance, positioning, and orientation. The scene graph can
receive events by animation or scripting nodes which can change the values of the
rendered images or manipulate the geometry in the scene. The Scene Authoring
Interface (SAI)6 defines how the scripting code works which allows developers to
create code that can work across different operating systems and browsers. Finally,
X3D plug-in browsers can be embedded into HTML web pages or widely-used
web browsers.
Figure 3.9: X3D Browser Software Architecture [265].
Three X3D browsers that operate on theWindows platform and can be plugged
into Microsoft Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox include the Octaga Player, Flux
Player, and BS Contact VRML/X3D Player. The Octaga Player7 (5MB download) is
a high-performance, standards-compliant viewer created by Octaga Incorporated.
The Octaga Player Acrobat plug-in for Windows can display X3D models embed-
6The Scene Authoring Interface (SAI) is used either for manipulating the browser and the scene
graph from an external application or from inside the scene graph through the X3D script node.
7http://www.octaga.com
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ded in PDF documents. Figure 3.10 shows an example animation of a whale shark
using the Octaga Player. The BS Contact VRML/X3D Player8 (6MB download) is
a high-performance X3D player created by Bit Management. Figure 3.11 shows
an example of the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco using the BS VRML/X3D
Contact Player. The Flux Player9 [180] (1.5MB download) is a plug-in produced by
Media Machines. Figure 3.12 shows a person running from one side of the screen
to the other and then jumping using the Flux Player.
The BS Contact VRML/X3D Player provides features which the other players
do not, for capturing screen shots (.bmp and .jpeg formats) and creating videos
(.avi format). All three browsers have slightly different names for the same user
control and navigation options, and each display their tool-bars in a different
places inside the stand-alone browser. Only the Flux player displays the tool-bar
inside a web browser while the others let a user right click to get to the tool-bar. All
three browsers also render VRML and have professional versions of their browsers.
Being able to render VRML files as well as X3D is important as there are a number
of existing VRML software visualisations which software developers would also
like to be able to reuse or refer to when creating X3D software visualisations.
Xj3D10 (12MB download) is theWeb3DConsortium’s open source project which
is a toolkit for writing VRML and X3D content and is developed in Java. The
current version is 1.0 and was released in April 2006. Xj3D has its own stand-alone
web browser implemented in Java and does not have a plug-in for Microsoft
Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox, which is a part of our software visualisation
requirements for integration with our VARE architecture project (§2.3). FreeWRL11
is an open source VRML and X3D browser that operates on Linux and MacOSX.
We have not evaluated either Xj3D or FreeWRL browsers for this project as we
want the X3D browsers to be able to be plugged into either Microsoft Internet
Explorer or Mozilla Firefox, and operate on a Windows operating system.
3.4.2 Content Authoring and Editing Tools
Since X3D has text encodings, basic text editors can be used to create and edit X3D
documents. There are also various open source and free tools specifically designed
for editing X3D including: X3D-Edit, Flux Studio, and Seamless 3D.
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Figure 3.10: Octaga X3D Player Example — animating whale shark, courtesy of
Marko Steffensen from Octaga (http://www.octaga.com).
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Figure 3.11: BS Contact VRML/X3D Player Example — Golden Gate Bridge,
courtesy of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
(http://www.nist.gov).
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Figure 3.12: Flux Player Example — person running and then jumping,
courtesy of Yilmaz Degirmenci from the US Naval Postgraduate School
(http://www.nps.edu).
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plug-in to NetBeans13. Flux Studio [180] is a GUI application which has a design
interface to graphically see what you are doing rather than working with raw
XML. Flux Studio saves the data in its own format. Flux allows multiple views of
the same drawing, exporting to X3D, and quick preview of your drawing in X3D
using the Flux Player. Figure 3.13 is a screen shot of X3D-Edit and Flux Studio
editing an X3D document. There are also some commercial X3D editing tools
including: Octaga Professional, Wirefusion, SwirlX3D, and NSS X3D Modeler.
3.4.3 Export and Translator Tools
Some common digital content creation tools not designed for X3D have plug-ins
or features that export their native file format into X3D. These tools include: 3D
Studio Max, Maya, Blender, MilkShape 3D, SoftImage XSI, Modo, and AC3D.
Some of these digital content creation tools can even write and import X3D files.
A few browser companies have supplied exporter tools to digital content creation
tool companies for producing X3D that is compatible with their browsers such
as Octaga Exporter with 3D Studio Max. The advantage of using digital content
creation tools is that they allow people who are not programmers or have no
computer science or programming backgrounds to create X3D content.
There are translator tools for converting other files into X3D files including the
3D Object Converter, KML2X3D (Keyhole Markup Language which is used as
the modeling format for Google Earth), and UnrealToX3D [13] (converts Unreal
Tournament computer game scenes).
There are many existing software visualisations implemented in VRML. Since
X3D has replaced VRML it is important to preserve these software visualisations
so that they can still be viewed. Any file encoded in the the VRML97 standard
should also work with X3D since X3D is backwards compatible. There are however
some tools for converting VRML files into X3D files. There is a stand-alone Java-
based software package for translating VRML files into X3D files and vice-versa
created by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)14. Xj3D has a
separate command line translator independent of the Xj3D browser for converting
files both ways.
3.5 Discussion
There are various issues to discuss regarding the X3D language in terms of im-
provements to the specification, and the future of X3D on the web.
13http://www.netbeans.org
14http://ovrt.nist.gov/v2 x3d.html
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(a) X3D Edit [40].
(b) Flux Studio [180].
Figure 3.13: X3D Editing Tools.
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3.5.1 Improvements to the Specification
The Web3D Consortium has several working groups that research and propose
solutions to specific technical problems relating to X3D. Some of these groups are
explored next.
An important part of X3D is being able to network with other applications or
services hosted on remote servers. A couple of approaches already exist includ-
ing a web browser supported JavaScript approach and an internal script node
networking approach. The first approach uses Ajax3D15 where the SAI (§3.4.1)
is used to interface with the X3D run-time system and JavaScript or the DOM is
used to pass information between a 3D world and a networked server application.
The disadvantage of this approach is that it relies on third party applications and
protocols, can have a significant performance overhead, and a potentially high
JavaScript code maintenance overhead. The second approach uses either a Java or
C++ class inside a script node to communicate via the network. The disadvantage
of this approach is that X3D browsers and other X3D applications must have
built-in support for these languages. The advantage of the first approach (Ajax3D)
is for low frequency communications, while the second approach (internal script
node) is best for the more demanding high frequency, throughput, payload, and
low lag communication.
The aim of the X3D networking group is to strengthen the open standards
networking capability for X3D. This group has proposed a different approach to
the previous ones above, which uses a direct networking approach where a node
interface is used to directly connect the X3D event system to the network. The
advantage of this approach is that it minimises the use of third party applications
and protocols and avoids the portability problems of using different programming
languages. There is also a low performance overhead for high frequency commu-
nications such as required for movement tracking in games or exploration in 3D
software visualisations.
There is a conformance programwhereby X3D implementations (X3D browsers
and tools) are assessed to see if they meet certain X3D standards before they can
claim to be true X3D implementations or use the Web3D Consortium’s X3D trade-
marks. The conformance working group manages this process. The advantage
of this group is that it encourages vendors to implement X3D browsers and tools
that are consistent with the X3D specification.
Other groups range from supporting general UI functionality in X3D content,
creating an open source X3D-Earth application that uses 3D spatial data to model
15http://www.ajax3d.org
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plant earth (an earlier open source X3D project is Planet Earth16 [249]), CAD engi-
neering, programmable X3D shaders, modeling 3D human figures, representing
human anatomy for surgical training, patient education and medical visualisation
& modeling. Finally, there is a group focused on developing implementations and
utilities for the X3D specification.
3.5.2 Future of X3D on the Web
There are various reasons why the predecessor to X3D, VRML, failed to become a
popular open standard for 3D on the web. For X3D to survive and to be a success
on the web there must be a number of applications implemented with X3D which
are used by the greater public.
Many 3D web applications are becoming extremely popular with the wider
computer community [71]. Some large scale example applications include Google
Earth17 for 3D maps and Second Life18 [223] for online virtual worlds. Neither of
these applications use X3D nor do they use the same standard.
The potential of 3D environments is attracting major attention and investment.
IBM19 recently announced that it will invest US$100m over two years to pursue
10 ideas that came from a collaborative innovation brainstorming session. One
of these projects is to take the best of virtual worlds and gaming environments to
build a standards based 3D Internet. In order for a 3D Internet to work, all devices,
platforms and connection speeds would need some open standard protocols
that will operate efficiently over TCP/IP and UDP with additional support. Sun
Microsystems also have a project calledWonderland20 which is a 3D scenemanager
for creating collaborative virtual worlds.
Rasmus [100] investigated why 3D technologies for the web are not widely
used on the Internet today. The focus of the report was on end user product and
service web sites. Rasmus concluded that for 3D technologies to be successful, the
web development industry needs to focus more on the people who are going to
use the web sites rather than the technology itself.
In our research we are not focusing on end user web sites for the general user
population. Instead, we are interested in seeing if X3D would be a viable solution
for use within our software visualisation architecture. Our software visualisations
are aimed at software developers who we expect to be more sophisticated web







The next chapter demonstrates some software visualisation case studies we
have built using X3D.
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We want to see if X3D can support a range of 3D software visualisation tech-
niques to determine if X3D is a viable solution for use in software visualisation.
We want to experiment with automatically creating X3D software visualisations
over the web, evaluate X3D’s animation and interactivity aspects, examine the
text, layout, and extensibility features, test the integration capabilities of X3D, and
finally analyse the performance display capabilities.
In this chapter we replicate a representative sample of the most common
software visualisation techniques throughout the software visualisation litera-
ture [237]. We first describe our prototype tool for producing X3D software
visualisations over the web. We then describe our representative case studies for
algorithm animations, UML diagrams, documentation-related visualisations, and
visualisations from execution traces.
4.1 VARE-3D
We are interested in evaluating if X3D is able to create and display visualisations
over the web for developers to understand software components for software
reuse, maintenance, and re-engineering. We have developed a light-weight pro-
totype web-based software visualisation tool called VARE-3D [11]. VARE-3D
implements a transformer component from our visualisation software architec-
ture (§ 2.3). VARE-3D follows on from other lightweight web-based tools that
colleagues of our research group have built for visual applications [94], sequence
diagrams [120], class diagrams [148], UML SVG diagrams [75], and execution
trace visualisations of sequence and class association diagrams [162]. We next de-
scribe the architecture, implementation, and visualisation transformation process
of VARE-3D. Finally, we finished with a discussion of our prototype tool.
4.1.1 Architecture
Figure 4.1 displays the VARE-3D architecture which is based on the VARE architec-
ture (§2.3). Users make queries from a web browser. Users can test drive software
components by specifying a sequence of method invocation and field access/mod-
ifications and then execute the sequence on a component (§2.3.4). The output of a
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test drive is an XML execution trace (§2.3.3) which is stored in a database. Users
can transform XML execution traces using XSLT into X3D software visualisations
and store the visualisations in the same database but a different namespace. Users
can then display the X3D software visualisations in a web browser that has an
X3D browser plug-in.
The XML execution traces contain static and dynamic information of software
components including the events that happened during the execution of a com-
ponent (§2.3.3). Separating the test driving and the creation of visualisation steps
allows users to test drive components and then create visualisations in the future.
Users can also view stored X3D visualisations without having to test drive remote
software or transform XML execution traces.
Figure 4.1: VARE-3D architecture.
4.1.2 Implementation
In VARE-3D we use the BS Contact Player, Octaga Player, and Flux Player plug-ins
(§3.4.1), which are all compatible with both Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer
for displaying the X3D software visualisations. The Apache Xalan1 XSLT processor
is used for transforming the XML execution traces into X3D software visualisations.
Apache Tomcat2 is used to host the JavaServer Pages (JSP) and Java Servlet web
front end.
The current implementation status of VARE-3D allows visualisations of traces
but the prototype is not yet fully integrated with the architecture. The main
page of VARE-3D consists of a JSP page that has a web form where a user can
input a data source (XML execution trace file) and select a visualisation type
(stylesheet). When the visualisation creation web form is submitted the Xalan
servlet (XSLTServletWithParams) is executed which takes an XML and XSL file as
1http://xalan.apache.org
2http://tomcat.apache.org
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input and transforms the XML file into an X3D software visualisation. Once the
servlet has successfully transformed the XML file, the X3D software visualisation
file is then delivered to the client and displayed in the web browser.
The input XML files are either Reusable Component Descriptions (RCD) or
eXtensible Execution Traces (XTE) (§2.3.3). Since we have not integrated VARE-
3D with a test driving component we use our existing visualisation tools (§2.3.4)
to generate our XML execution trace files. The visualisation types in VARE-3D
are only applicable to certain types of execution traces, for example UML class
and package diagrams for static RCD description files (§4.3) and execution trace
visualisations for dynamic XTE execution traces (§4.5).
Figure 4.2 shows the VARE-3D visualisation creation interface where the user
has input the EclipseXTE.xml execution trace file and selected the 3D shapes
visualisation type. The EclipseXTE.xml execution trace file contains all the events
from a test drive of the Eclipse IDE Java application. The events represent creating
an object, method calls, method returns, field accesses, and field modifications.
Figure 4.3 shows a simple 3D shapes visualisation which is the output from
the web form submission of Figure 4.2. The visualisation shows 10,000 events
from the Eclipse IDE Java application, where each event is represented as different
3D shapes and displayed in a sequence along the X axis. Blue spheres represent
object creation events, green boxes method calls, white cones method returns and
end of an object, field accesses cyan cylinders, and field modifications as pink
cylinders. The different shapes show the sequence of events that happened during
the execution of Eclipse and could potentially show interesting behaviour patterns
such as one object dominating the application.
We are yet to implement the control components from the VARE architecture
or integrate a test driving tool and backend database. VARE-3D currently stores
the XML execution traces and XSL stylesheets on the file system and web server.
We have, however, explored using the eXist3 and Ipedo4 native XML databases for
storing and retrieving XML execution traces in previous work [9, 10]. Storing and
retrieving X3D software visualisations with these kind of native XML databases
should work similar to storing and retrieving execution traces since they are both
XML formats.
4.1.3 Visualisation Transformation
The main functionality of VARE-3D is the transformation of the RCD and XTE files




Figure 4.2: VARE-3D — web interface for execution trace X3D software visualisa-
tions.
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Figure 4.3: Basic X3D Execution Trace Visualisation — in this simple X3D software
visualisation 10,000 events have been transformed from the XTE execution trace
of the Eclipse IDE Java application by XSLT. Blue spheres represent object creation
events, green boxes method calls, white cones method returns and end of an object,
field accesses cyan cylinders, and field modifications as pink cylinders.
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process. We process the execution traces using our stylesheets and look for specific
elements in the traces. For each RCD file we match the following elements:
rcd:packagename, rcd:classname, rcd:fieldname, and rcd:methodname. We then
draw different shapes for each element we match according to the visualisation
type selected by a user. For each XTE file we match the following elements:
xte:objectcreation, xte:methodcall, xte:methodreturn, xte:fieldmodification, and
xte:fieldaccess. The transformation process is quite straight forward since the
execution trace files and the output X3D software visualisations are both in XML
format which allows us to use existing XSLT processors.
Figure 4.4 shows an example from one of our XTE execution traces with one
object creation (Lines 2-6) and three field modification events (Lines 7-37). Figure
4.5 shows the stylesheet that transforms this XTE execution trace into the X3D
software visualisation displayed in Figure 4.3. Lines 1–6 of Figure 4.5 are the
standard XSL tags that declare that the stylesheet is an XML file, uses the XSL
namespace and the XTE namespace (http://www.mcs.vuw.ac.nz), and the
output of processing the stylesheet is an XML file. The stylesheet processes the
creator, date, and object elements (lines 7–9) in the XTE execution trace, but since
these elements are not important for the software visualisation they are not used.
This additional data could be included in the metadata header of the X3D software
visualisation file if required.
Lines 11–24 show themain body of the stylesheet whichmatches the xte:execution
element. Once the XSLT processor reaches the execution element it outputs the
X3D DOCTYPE, X3D root, scene, navigation info, viewpoints, and background
tags. These tags need to be wrapped inside XSL text tags so that the processor
knows to output them as verbatim text. The critical line in the stylesheet is line 20
which applies all other event templates in the stylesheet.
Lines 26–38 show the object creation template. Line 27–28 outputs the trans-
form node for where the object creation node will be positioned in the X3D scene.
Line 29 calculates the X axis value of the translation field based on the position of
the element in the execution trace. Line 30 uses zero for the X and Y axes values in
the translation field. Lines 31–36 draw a blue sphere for the object creation event
and then line 37–38 closes the transform node and object creation template. The
other templates in the stylesheet are very similar except that different shapes are
drawn. Once the object creation template is complete the next element in the XTE
execution trace is matched. Depending on what type of event the next element is
the appropriate template is processed.
A similar kind of stylesheet is used to create our more complex visualisations
that use prototypes (§3.3.6), see Figure 4.6. In this stylesheet we are creating a UML
class diagram where we define a prototype declaration which has the following
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1 <xte:execution>


















































13 <![CDATA[ <!DOCTYPE X3D PUBLIC "ISO//Web3D//DTD X3D 3.0//EN"
14 "http://www.web3d.org/specifications/x3d-3.0.dtd">
15 <X3D profile="Immersive" version="3.0">
16 <Scene>
17 <NavigationInfo type=’"EXAMINE"’ speed="64"/>
18 <Viewpoint description="Overview" position="112 -5 150"/>











30 <xsl:text disable-output-escaping="yes"><![CDATA[ 0 0">
31 <Shape>
32 <Appearance>






Figure 4.5: XTE execution trace XSL stylesheet.
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fields: classname, attributes, operations, height, and width (Lines 1–9).
We first match and apply the package template which creates a group tag and
uses the package name as the DEF attribute (Lines 12–17). Next we match all
the classes in the package (Lines 19–38) and group each class inside a transform
node to position the class in the scene (Lines 20–25). Prototype instances are then
created (Lines 26–36) based on the prototype declaration defined earlier in the
file. Each prototype instance has the attribute name of the prototype declaration
(Line 26, e.g. class diagram, package diagram) and the value for each prototype
instance field which is selected from the element in the execution trace (Lines
28–30, e.g. classname field). The fields and methods templates are next processed
which get all the fields and methods for each class (Lines 31–32). We then have two
fields height and width, that are fixed values and determine the size of the class
node prototype instance (Lines 34–35). Finally, we close the prototype instance,
transform node for each class, group tag for each package, and package template
(Lines 36–41).
Section 4.3 shows how we use the prototype stylesheet in Figure 4.6 to produce
the X3D prototype file in Figure 4.18. Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 show the
eventual X3D software visualisations generated from this stylesheet and prototype
generation.
4.1.4 Discussion
The design of VARE-3D makes it easy to add new visualisation types by simply
adding a new stylesheet to the systemwithout recompiling any parts of the system.
The only part that requires changing is the web page that allows a user to upload
a visualisation type and the subsequent page that lets a user select this new
visualisation type. We are yet to implement this user visualisation control feature
and other VARE architecture controls and test driving components.
To implement these features the next development steps would be to integrate
our XML database component which we have documented elsewhere [9, 10]
and some test driving tools (§2.3.4). The database component will be of value
to an end user as they will be able to see what execution traces exist, look at the
contents of the execution traces (if applicable), upload their own visualisation
types and display X3D software visualisations previously created without relying
on a filesystem. Therefore, integrating both of the database and test driving
components will help provide a complete end to end software visualisation system
for a user.
The VARE-3D visualisation transformation process allows execution trace data
to be encoded using two different approaches. The first approach (Figure 4.5)
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1 <ProtoDeclare name="ClassDiagram" url="x3d-classdiagram.x3d">
2 <field accessType="initializeOnly" name="classname" type="MFString"/>
3 <field accessType="initializeOnly" name="attributes"
4 type="MFString"/>
5 <field accessType="initializeOnly" name="operations"
6 type="MFString"/>
7 <field accessType="initializeOnly" name="height" type="SFFloat"/>


























34 <fieldValue name="height" value="15"/>







Figure 4.6: UML Class Diagram XSL prototype stylesheet.
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transforms an execution trace into X3D geometry that uses JavaScript functions
for layout, while the second approach (Figure 4.6) uses prototypes (§3.3.6). Each
approach has its merits depending on the type of visualisation that is displayed.
Section 4.5 uses the X3D geometry JavaScript function approach while Section 4.3
uses the prototypes approach. In Section 4.2 we investigate how we can encode
the data inside the actual software visualisation without relying on JavaScript
functions for layout nor prototypes for data display independence.
VARE-3D operates on both Mozilla Firefox and Microsoft Internet Explorer.
Our strategy for doing all of the visualisation transformation in XML allows us
to leverage high powered XML tools such as the Apache Xalan XSLT processor
and Java XML parsing libraries. Our smaller execution traces take less than a
few seconds5 to generate a X3D software visualisation while our larger traces (10-
50MB) take less than two minutes to produce 10,000-100,000 nodes. The longest
time spent by VARE-3D for creating a software visualisation is actually rendering
the end software visualisation rather than the stylesheet transformation. It takes
less than 10 seconds to render about 10,000 nodes, three minutes for 50,000 nodes,
but up to 10 minutes to render 100,000 nodes.
The next sections discuss some of the X3D software visualisations that we have
created, some via VARE-3D and others manually. We want to see how viable
X3D is for use in software visualisation. In particular we want to evaluate X3D’s
animation and interactivity aspects, examine the text, layout, and extensibility
features, test the integration capabilities of X3D, and analyse the performance
display capabilities.
4.2 Algorithm Animations
In this section we explore the animation and interaction capabilities of X3D for
algorithm animation. We replicate a variety of 3D algorithm animation techniques
from the literature. Our X3D algorithm animations are manually hand crafted as
we want to see if X3D can support creating complex software visualisations by
hand and encode the data inside the visualisation.
According to Brown and Najork [33] 3D graphics for algorithm animation is
significant and mostly unexplored. Brown and Najork [33, 168, 169] were the first
to identify several reasons for integrating 3D graphics into an algorithm animation
system. The third dimension can be used for expressing fundamental information
about structures that are inherently 2D, uniting multiple views of an object, and
5Performance transformation timings of both client and server were measured using a Dell 610
laptop with Windows XP and 512MB of RAM.
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capturing the history of a 2D view. There also exists some empirical evidence that
3D algorithm animation promotes understanding of distributed algorithms [252].
We now show three replicated example algorithm animations from Brown and
Najork [33, 168, 169] hand crafted in X3D which unite multiple views, capture the
history of execution, and display additional information. We also show how we
have extended each of the examples as well.
4.2.1 Shortest Path
Given a directed graph with weighted edges, Dijkstra’s Shortest Path Algorithm
is used to calculate the shortest path from a starting node to all other nodes in a
graph. The traditional 2D version of this algorithm animation struggles to show
state information about the cost for vertices and weight of edges.
To explore the details of the X3D animation capabilities we have created a
version of Brown and Najork’s example. In this example and others that follow we
hand crafted the X3D algorithm animations. Figure 4.7 shows our shortest path
algorithm animation implemented in X3D. The shortest path are the green edges,
while explored edges are purple and unexplored edges are white. Columns are
used to represent the cost of getting to each vertex from the starting vertex A.
Figure 4.7: X3D Shortest Path Algorithm Animation — shortest path from vertex
A to all other vertices. Hand crafted in X3D following the strategy of Brown and
Najork [33, 168, 169].
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Figure 4.8: Shortest Path Algorithm— initial 2D state.
Brown and Najork [33, 168, 169] provide additional state information about the
cost of vertices and weight of edges in 3D. Columns are used to represent the cost
of getting to each vertex. An edge from u to v with weight w leaves the column
above u at height 0, but the weight is added to the column above v at height w.
Whenever an edge is examined from u to v a highlighted copy of the edge is lifted
to the top of u’s column, hence its tip will hover over v at height proportional to
cost(u) + weight(edge). If v’s column is taller, the edge can lower v’s cost, so v’s
column is shortened. If the column is not shortened then the highlighted edge
disappears.
The third dimension in this animation provides state information about the
cost of vertices and weight of edges. Animation is used to show fundamental oper-
ations of the algorithm: lifting an edge represents addition, lowering a highlighted
edge indicates the outcome of a comparison, and shortening a column shows
assignment. Cox and Roman [63] produced a similar animation of the shortest
path algorithm.
We extended this example by displaying the 2D graph from Figure 4.8 beneath
the the columns and edges in the animation from Figure 4.7. We felt it was
important to somehow use text for labeling the vertices to help a user understand
the animation. When a user rotates the view or a much larger graph is used for the
animation it is hard to determine which vertex a particular node or column is. The
2D graph is implemented using 2D circles and polylines. We found that not all of
the X3D browsers we tested this example on have implemented the 2D geometry
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component of the X3D specification. Hence, the 2D graph did not always display
depending on the X3D browser.
Figure 4.9(a) shows the initial state of the animation where all the edges are
drawn in white and vertex A represented as a black box above the 2D graph, and
viewed looking down upon the animation. Figure 4.9(b) shows the algorithm
starting where the cost of each node is first noted. The height of column C is four,
E eight, D twelve, and B five. At this stage vertex F is unreachable from A. Next,
the cheapest node from the starting node not yet visited is selected. If there is
another node which can be reached via this selected node that is cheaper than
before then the cost to reach that node is updated in the cost table. Figure 4.9(c)
shows the cost from A to E has been reduced from eight to six by the path A-C-E.
The algorithm then iterates to the next cheapest node and so on. Figure 4.9(d)
shows an edge being examined (E-D) for the cost to get to D via E and C. Figure
4.9(e) shows the completed shortest path as green edges, and all the purple edges
that are not part of the shortest path. Figure 4.9(f) shows a top down view once
the shortest path algorithm has completed.
We decided to leave the purple and white edges in the animation as it helps
show what paths existed before the shortest path and the edges that were not
explored. Brown and Najork [33, 168, 169] chose to remove the redundant edges. If
the example was a much larger graph then we may actually provide filter controls
for a user to remove the purple and white edges to show the different paths.
Removing the edges was not a critical step in this algorithm animation as we were
focusing on the X3D implementation rather than the algorithm itself. Most 2D
versions of this animation that we know of leave the redundant edges in.
We implemented the columns and edges as indexed face sets (§3.3.1) which is
a node that represents a 3D shape formed by constructing faces (polygons) from
vertices listed in the coordinate field (coordIndex) of the indexed face set node.
The indexed face set contains a coordinate child node that defines the 3D vertices
referenced by the coordinate index field. The indexed face set uses the indices
in its coordinate index field to specify the polygonal faces by indexing into the
coordinates in the coordinate node.
Manipulating and positioning the columns and edges as indexed face sets
was easier than using boxes and cylinders. Calculating the length, position, and
rotation of a cylinder when used as an edge and when it was either increased or
decreased in size required too much effort. Changing the size of the box meant
that the other elements linked to the box would also have to be adjusted. We could
have used indexed line sets (§3.3.1) for the edges, but this would have only been
one pixel in depth and would be hard for an user to see the changing of colour for
an edge once it was part of the shortest path.




Figure 4.9: X3D Shortest Path Algorithm Animation — different stages of the
algorithm.
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Our indexed face set columns have eight points while edges have four points.
When the cost to a vertex changed the top face of the column was either increased
or decreased in the z dimension by modifying four coordinate points. When an
edge was changed only two coordinate points were modified. Coordinate points
were moved using coordinate interpolators, while the colour of a column or an
edge was controlled by colour interpolators. A continuous timer was used to start
and keep the animation going, which cycles every 20 seconds.
An alternative way to run this animation is to remove the purple edges once
the shortest path to a vertex has been found. In order to accomplish this task
we wanted objects to appear in the animation and then later disappear or be
deleted altogether. We found no specific nodes for doing this task. Instead, we
had to hide objects inside other objects when we did not require them to be visible.
We accomplished the invisibility of objects by modifying some of the coordinate
points of a node. Alternatively, we could have made a node visually transparent
by adjusting the transparency attribute of the material node (§3.3.1). We could
have also added another larger node on top of the node to be hidden, but the
larger node would have to be transparent to begin with.
4.2.2 Heapsort
Finding a single view of an object during an algorithm animation that reveals all
of its features can be difficult. Presenting multiple views of that object can be a
helpful technique, but interpreting the multiple views may make it hard for users
to understand.
The traditional way of displaying the heapsort algorithm animation is to have
two views, one showing the sticks like array and the other the heap. Brown and
Najork [33, 168, 169] united the multiple views of the heapsort algorithm in 3D to
alleviate the problem where users must mentally integrate the different views in
order to understand the overall algorithm.
Figure 4.10 shows our X3D animation of the completed heapsort algorithm
with the united views of the heap and the array. A node in the tree is an element
in the array being sorted, and has depth (Z axis) proportional to its value.
The algorithm works in two parts. The first part orders elements from the data
set to be sorted into a heap. The second part picks the largest element in the data
set and puts it in its final place in the heap. Then from the remaining unsorted
data the next largest element is selected and put in its final place. This continues
until the end of the data set.
In the heap, elements are represented as boxes and paths as cylinders. Position
and colour interpolators are used for element and colour animations which are
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Figure 4.10: X3D Heapsort Algorithm Animation — completed algorithm anima-
tion with united sticks like array and heap views.
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controlled by the timer (same kind of timer as in the shortest path animation §4.2.1)
that cycles every 20 seconds. According to Brown and Najork [33, 168, 169], using
colour in this animation is not crucial because the value of a stick is encoded by
its length, but it is useful to distinguish the elements during the animation. We
can use colour to support this statement by colouring the elements using the red,
green, blue spectrum to signify that they have been ordered. Elements toward
the red spectrum could represent larger elements, while elements toward the blue
spectrum could represent smaller elements. Once an element arrives at its final
destination its colour is flashed white to signify that it has been ordered. Adding
start, stop, step, and speed buttons is also possible to give a user greater control
over the animation.
We extended this example by including number text labels to the elements as
it helps a user to understand the animation when viewing it from in front like in
Figure 4.10. When viewing the animation from in front and without text labels
it is hard to determine the value of each element as the length is obscured in the
negative Z axis. The text labels could be embedded inside the boxes but would
not be visible. So a separate text object was created which is offset from the boxes
but nested inside a transform node (§3.3.2). The transformation grouping means
the text will move when the box also moves. Alternatively, we could have used
an image for the text labels and applied the images as texture to the nodes. We
could then have also applied the text label images to all faces of the nodes so that
if the viewpoint was rotated then the text label would always be visible. Using
text labels as texture would have required creating separate text label images for
each element in the animation and we deemed that as unnecessary because if we
allowed a user to input their own data set then this would have been an extra
process which we were not interested in evaluating. Since our heapsort animation
was small this extra process would not have scaled very well if our sample data
set was much larger.
Figure 4.11 shows the animation during different stages of the sorting algo-
rithm. In this heapsort animation example there are 32 element transition moves.
Figure 4.11(a) shows the start of the animation with the initial data set. The next
three figures show elements that are in motion in the algorithm animation. Fig-
ure 4.11(b) shows elements 28 and 8 swapping positions, Figure 4.11(c) shows
elements 24 and 8 being swapped and 28 reaching its final destination, and Figure
4.11(d) shows 12 being swapped with 8 as the last step in the algorithm.
Figures 4.11(e) and 4.11(f) show alternative views of the animation where the
viewpoint is rotated by a user to show the boxes displayed horizontally, vertically,
and the text labels not visible. Figure 4.11(e) shows the animation in progress while
Figure 4.11(f) shows the animation once completed. These views can expose a
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different way of viewing the animation as no text labels are represented so the user
can only distinguish the elements by their size and position. We believe having
number text labels for each element helps a user to understand the algorithm
when viewing the animation from any view point, but only user studies will be
able to prove this.
4.2.3 Elementary Sorting
Visualising a program’s entire execution history can help in understanding the
behaviour of a program, whereas most algorithm animation implementations only
show the current state of an algorithm. Displaying the history of a small algorithm
animation shows how the state of the algorithm has changed over time. When
visualising larger algorithms the history can reveal features that are not commonly
known.
Ronald Baecker’s seminal 1981 film Sorting Out Sorting [17] introduced the
sticks view for sorting algorithms. The sticks view shows the array of elements as
a row of sticks, where the height of each stick is proportional to the element in the
array. When the algorithm is completed the sticks are arranged in ascending order
from left to right, but the sticks view does not provide any history of the execution
of the algorithm. Brown and Najork [33, 168, 169] created the chips view which
captures the history of execution of algorithms and is drawn in the X-Y plane at
increasing values of the Z axis.
We extended this example by showing multiple algorithms all executing at
the same time and implemented in X3D. Brown and Najork [33, 168, 169] in their
examples only show one algorithm animating at once. We thought that it would
be useful to show different algorithms animating concurrently as in Sorting Out
Sorting but in X3D. Showing multiple algorithm animations concurrently will
potentially help a user understand how the different algorithms work. With this
extension we mainly wanted to determine how well X3D supports displaying
more than one algorithm animating at once.
Figure 4.12 shows bubble, selection, and insertion sort algorithms all animating
at once. The combined views allow a user to see both the current state of the
array and the history of an algorithm’s execution. Whenever an algorithm sorts
an element the previous state of the array is drawn in the X-Y plane at increasing
values of the Z axis in the chips view. The elements in the chips view are encoded
by colour and when the algorithm is completed the elements in the sticks view
will be ordered from blue to red. Once an element is sorted in the sticks view the
element is flashed a white colour to signify that the element has been ordered in
the data set.




Figure 4.11: X3D Heapsort Algorithm Animation — different stages of the algo-
rithm. The anomalous node placements in parts 4.11(b), 4.11(c), and 4.11(d), are
the results of the elements being in motion.
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Figure 4.12: X3D Elementary Sorting Algorithm Animation — chips view.
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Boxes were used to implement the sticks view. We found it best to implement
the chips view as one node, an indexed face set. Our indexed face sets have
separate colours for each position in the array. In our example from Figure 4.12
10 faces make up one line of the chips view, one face for each element in the
array. If we had of used boxes instead of an indexed face set in the exact same
position (X-Y-Z coordinates) then the boxes would obscure the sticks view and the
algorithm animation steps when viewing from in front.
We also did another extension to Brown and Najork’s [33, 168, 169] example
by experimenting with the chips view. Figure 4.13 shows the blocks view instead of
the chips view, and positioned below where the the chips view would normally
be. Figure 4.14 shows the blocks view again, but positioned behind the animating
sticks view. The chips view is also visible in Figure 4.14. We found that the block
views in the different positions (below and behind) obscured parts of the execution
history as some elements were not visible. Depending on the viewpoint some of
the smaller elements were hidden by some of the larger elements which made
it harder for a user to grasp the execution history. Our implementation of the
blocks view required creating a box for each element in the previous execution
state, which significantly increased the amount of X3D code compared with just
using the indexed face set for the chips view. The increase in code was because an
individual box was required instead of one attribute from an indexed face set.
In the animation if a user rotates the viewpoint the text labels above the sticks
view would be hard to read, so a billboard node was used (§3.3.3). The billboard
node is a grouping node which modifies its coordinate system so that the billboard
node’s local Z axis turns to point at the viewer. Unfortunately, the billboard node
does not allow the text to be legible if the animation is turned upside down.
Rather than the traditional visualisation of iterating through the sticks view by
flashing each element as in Sorting Out Sorting, we felt it was best to use a sphere
object for the iteration steps as all the elements in the sticks view are different
colours. We used the iterating sphere across all the algorithms to be consistent
and to show how the actual algorithms work in terms of the inner details. We
tried positioning the sphere in different places. We first positioned the sphere on
top of each element but felt that it distracted the user when the animation was
executing and it also meant we had to change the Y coordinate value each time
the sphere moved. We found it best and easiest to position the sphere below the
sticks view where it could be viewed from any viewpoint, which meant we only
had to change the X coordinate value.
In the elementary sorting algorithm animation we used the inline node which
can embed an X3D scene stored at a location on the web or local file system into
the current scene. For each individual sorting algorithm in the greater elementary
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Figure 4.13: X3D Elementary Sorting Algorithm Animation — blocks view.
Figure 4.14: X3D Elementary Sorting Algorithm Animation — blocks behind view.
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sorting animation we had to physically position the elements in a different place
in the global 3D world so that they were not mapped onto each other. This is
because we encoded the data into the presentation layer and each individual
geometry node, position interpolator node, and ROUTE directive required a
separate declaration. The only node we could generically use across all of the
animations was the timer which was declared in the root file. We had to use the
export semantics so that the timer could then be imported and used in the separate
algorithm animation files.
4.2.4 Discussion
Routing Event Model: One reason we were interested in using X3D for algo-
rithm animation was the motion capabilities provided by the routing event model
(§3.3.5). The X3D routing event model allows a user to click or drag a node such
as start, stop, or change speed buttons (see bottom of Figure 4.12) and has event
handlers that sense these touches or drags. The touch or drag sensors initiate
a time sensor which then activates an interpolator that has frames where upon
a variable in the target node is changed. The target node in our examples are
3D geometry (boxes, spheres), material (colour), and coordinate points (inside
coordinate nodes).
The following code in Figure 4.15 is a sample from the insertion sort algorithm
animation that demonstrates the routing event model. The code shows a time
sensor (timer), interpolators (position and colour), and target nodes (material and
transform), however, there are not touch sensors used in this example. Reading
through the code a time sensor is defined to loop and last for 20 seconds (line
2). A position and colour interpolator are defined which states at what time in
the animation an element moves or changes colour (lines 4–7). The box geometry
(lines 9–14) and the appearance of the box are nested within a transform node
(lines 8 and 15). Finally, the ROUTE directives (lines 16–23) are the glue which
link the timer with the position and colour interpolators (lines 16–17) and then the
transform (lines 18–19) and material (lines 20–23) nodes.
An issue with the X3D routing event model is that for each 3D geometry
node that needs to be animated, a separate position interpolator and two ROUTE
directives are required. This is the same for the material colour nodes. From
our perspective the routing event model seems to be quite a cumbersome design.
If the routing event model could be achieved by generic JavaScript functions,
ROUTE directives, and interpolator nodes it would make it much easier to create
complex animations. For our algorithm animations which use small data sets
there was a lot of X3D code that could have been reduced if the design of the
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1 <X3D>
2 <Scene>
3 <TimeSensor DEF="TIME" cycleInterval="20" loop="true"/>
4 <PositionInterpolator DEF="MOVE16" key="0.1 0.2
5 0.3 0.4" keyValue="2 8 0, 4 8 0, 4 8 0, 6 8 0"/>
6 <ColorInterpolator DEF="FLASH16" key="0.4 0.5 0.6"
7 keyValue="1 0.5 0, 1 1 0, 1 0.5 0"/>
8 <Transform DEF="ITEM16" translation="2 8 0">
9 <Shape>
10 <Box size="2 16 2"/>
11 <Appearance>




16 <ROUTE fromNode="TIME" fromField="fraction_changed"
17 toNode="MOVE16" toField="set_fraction"/>
18 <ROUTE fromNode="MOVE16" fromField="value_changed"
19 toNode="ITEM16" toField="set_translation"/>
20 <ROUTE fromNode="TIME" fromField="fraction_changed"
21 toNode="FLASH16" toField="set_fraction"/>




Figure 4.15: X3D routing event model from the insertion sort algorithm animation.
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routing event model used a generic approach. Our most sophisticated example,
the elementary sorting algorithm animation (§4.2.3), used 186 ROUTE directives
and 93 interpolators which required a large overhead to manage. For example in
Figure 4.15 it would be better to have one generic JavaScript function for each of
the position and colour interpolators, and the ROUTE directives. If we were to
reimplement these animations we would choose to encode the data separate from
the presentation layer and use prototypes (§3.3.6).
User Control: A common issue across all the 3D algorithm animation examples
was that X3D did not allow continuous smooth animations [236]. Instead, we
had to create pauses for each element that moved otherwise elements that had
a long distance to travel in the scene would be moving while other elements are
animating hence causing confusion for the user. In the code from Figure 4.15, the
pause can be seen in the keyValue of the position interpolator, where element 16
moves from position 2 8 0 (X,Y, and Z coordinate values) to 4 8 0 and then stays at
4 8 0 for another second before moving onto 6 8 0.
We created a dashboard which had start, stop, pause, and speed buttons for a
user to control the animation (Figure 4.12). The dashboard was implemented using
a proximity sensor node which generates events when the viewer enters, exits,
and moves within a region in space (defined by a box). We found the dashboard
to be very useful as it enables a user to rotate the viewpoint and always have the
dashboard in front of them to control the animation.
The actual user control buttons in the dashboard were implemented using
touch sensors, plane sensors, a time sensor, and JavaScript. Start and stop buttons
were straightforward to implement and required a timer, touch sensor, position
interpolator, and a ROUTE directive. For changing the speed and pause but-
tons, JavaScript functions were required. The speed control either increased or
decreased the time sensor cycle interval depending on which way a user drags
the box attached to the cylinder. The pause button required a function call and an
additional ROUTE directive for each element in the animation.
Auralisation: “Software visualisation” through sound is known as program
auralisation which is the process of forming mental images of the structure, and
behaviour of software by listening to the execution of a program [70]. Brown
and Hershberger [36] suggest using audio in algorithm animation to reinforce
what is being displayed visually. In the elementary sorting algorithm animation
we have added sound for when an element has been ordered in the data set.
We implemented program auralisation by playing a sound when the element
also flashes a white colour to signify that it has been ordered. Each element has
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a different tone played whose pitch is linearly related to the element’s value.
Likewise we could do the same for the other animations and also play a sound for
each comparison or movement of an element.
Animation Quality: We applied some of the 10 commandments of algorithm
animation to our animations as suggested by Peter Gloor [91]. We tried to be
consistent in all of our animations as we made each of them last the same amount
of time per cycle, which was 20 seconds, and provided a dashboard for user
controls. We allowed interactivity, where upon users can rotate the viewpoint of
the animation, and stop, start, pause, and change the speed of an animation. We
kept the user interested in our animations as we showed small data sets that made
the animations complete quite quickly and provided some realistic examples that
could be user in introductory computer science data structure courses.
We emphasised the visual component as much as possible and we feel our sort-
ing animations are very self explanatory. The elements in the sorting animations
use depth or height of columns to represent the value of an element. Colour is
employed to show a red green blue spectrum once elements are ordered. Sliders
are used to control the speed of an animation and a sphere is used to simulate
iterating through a data set. We also provided the execution history in our elemen-
tary sorting animation which shows why the current action happened based on a
snapshot of past actions.
We did not manage to apply all of the 10 commandments for various reasons.
We could have been more clearer and concise if we had implemented step buttons
throughout the animations. We believe we can implement this with a JavaScript
function as shown by some of our other button implementations. We did not allow
user input in our animations, but we would like to do so in the future. This would
require accessing the run-time of the scene and modifying the input variables and
could be implemented through the X3D Scene Access Interface (SAI). Therefore,
we did not allow for the system to be generous and forgiving to erroneous user
manipulations.
We adapted the animations to the knowledge level of a user by allowing
them to be able to set the speed of animations, but we did not provide any step
button or built-in online help. We did not incorporate both symbolic and iconic
representations (e.g. pseudo code or source code). For this case study showing
both representations was not the focus. Section 4.4 shows how we could integrate
online help and symbolic and iconic representations.
Finally, for our animations we did not include any algorithm analysis but this
would be a useful feature for a user. We could have listed what the worst case
scenario is for each animation in text next to the title of the animation, however,
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we were thinking more along the lines of how many comparisons and swaps
were conducted during the animation. Since our algorithm animations encode
the datain the visualisation we could either show this information statically or
dynamically using a program counter that changes during the animation.
4.3 UML Diagrams
In this section we examine the text, layout, and extensibility features of X3D. A
common approach for modeling software is to use the UnifiedModeling Language
(UML) [248] to show visual diagrams of how software is designed and operates.
The nature of UML diagrams is for a 2D layout and most diagrams display a
large amount of text. Laying out UML diagrams and displaying text in 3D is
difficult. We have implemented class and package diagrams in X3D using XSLT
to transform our RCD files. Our sequence diagrams in X3D are created from
XTE execution traces but are manually hand crafted. We now elaborate on these
diagrams.
4.3.1 Class Diagrams
A class diagram describes the types of objects in the system and the various kinds
of static relationships that exist among them. The two main kinds of static rela-
tionships are associations and subtypes. Class diagrams also show the attributes
and operations of a class and the constraints that apply to the way the objects are
connected [83]. We have implemented some UML class diagrams in X3D using a
similar style to McIntosh et al. [163] (§2.2.4 and Figure 2.11). Their layout of each
class is manually calculated and they only show 700 classes, whereas our layout
of classes is automatically calculated and generated from an execution trace.
Figure 4.16 shows a class diagram of the small CityScape Java program gen-
erated from an execution trace. The CityScape Java program creates a SimCity
style simulation and is used in our undergraduate computer science courses. The
diagram shows 100 classes. Each package is displayed at different depths along
the Z axis while the classes in each package are displayed on the same vertical
X-Y plane. Each class has the name of the class, it’s attributes, and operations. No
relationships are represented. Figure 4.17 shows a much larger class diagram of
the Eclipse integrated developers environment (IDE) application, also generated
from an execution trace. The Eclipse class diagram shows 4536 classes.
The properties for each class in the class diagrams are declared as a prototype
(ProtoDeclare) (§3.3.6). The prototype uses the associated UML fields for the
classname, attributes, and operations. Then each class in the packages is described
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Figure 4.16: X3D Cityscape UML class diagram— 100 classes
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Figure 4.17: X3D Eclipse UML class diagram — 4536 classes, showing the flexible
scale of the visualisation technique.
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in a prototype instance (ProtoInstance), which also has the same fields as that of
the prototype class.
Figure 4.18 is a snippet of X3D code from the CityScape UML class diagram
displayed in Figure 4.16. In Figure 4.18 the class diagram prototype is declared
(lines 1–12), the controller package (lines 13–28), and the prototype instance shows
the BuildCommand class (lines 15–23), along with the class’ attributes (serialVer-
sionUID, x, y, developmentName, name) (lines 17–18) and operations (addSub-
Command(), removeSubCommand(), execute(), undo()) (lines 19–20).
1 <ProtoDeclare name="ClassDiagram" url="x3d-classdiagram.x3d">
2 <field accessType="initializeOnly" name="classname"
3 type="MFString"/>
4 <field accessType="initializeOnly" name="attributes"
5 type="MFString"/>
6 <field accessType="initializeOnly" name="operations"
7 type="MFString"/>
8 <field accessType="initializeOnly" name="height"
9 type="SFFloat"/>




14 <Transform translation="20 0 -120">
15 <ProtoInstance name="ClassDiagram">
16 <fieldValue name="classname" value="BuildCommand"/>
17 <fieldValue name="attributes" value="serialVersionUID _x _y
18 _developmentName _name"/>
19 <fieldValue name="operations" value="addSubCommand()
20 removeSubCommand() execute() undo()"/>
21 <fieldValue name="height" value="15"/>







Figure 4.18: UML Class diagram prototype declaration and an example prototype
instance from the CityScape Java program.
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Line 1 of Figure 4.18 shows a link to the layout X3D file (url=”x3d-classdiagram.x3d”).
The class diagram layout file is used to do the layout for each of the prototype
instances. The prototype instances do not produce any new XML elements instead
they are mapped to existing X3D geometry. Inside the layout file a JavaScript
function draws a border around the class, it’s attributes, and operations. The
border around a class is implemented with an indexed face set, which calculates
the height of the border, but has a fixed width. The layout file also defines the
global position of the class in the world.
4.3.2 Package Diagrams
A package diagram shows packages, classes, and the dependencies among them.
In theory a package diagram is just a class diagram that shows only packages and
dependencies [83]. We have implemented some package diagrams of some Java
programs in X3D.
Figure 4.19 shows a package diagram of the same CityScape Java program as
in the previous subsection. The diagram shows eight packages at increasing Z and
negative Y axes values. Classes are listed inside of each package. We experimented
with changing the colours of the text in the package since black is very plain and
wanted to see if another colour was more effective. The blue used for the class
listings seems to stand out better than the black from the class diagrams.
The package diagrams were implemented in the same way as the previous
class diagrams with prototypes. The only differences is that the boxes did not need
to be as big and that the prototype fields are different. Since we were displaying
less information the boxes did not need to cater for attributes and operations,
instead we only had a package name and the names of classes.
4.3.3 Sequence Diagrams
Sequence diagrams are a type of interaction diagram. They describe how groups of
objects collaborate in providing some behaviour [83]. We are interested in seeing
if we can create a similar diagram to our previous work as listed in Figure 2.18(b).
We have implemented a sequence diagram in X3D manually hand crafted rather
than using XSLT as in our previous UML diagrams.
Figure 4.20 shows a manual drawing of a sequence diagram of the CityScape
Java program of seven objects and the main method from an oblique angle. Each
object activation is implemented using cylinders while an object’s lifeline is imple-
mented as an indexed line set (§3.3.1). Message calls and message returns are also
implemented using indexed line sets.
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Figure 4.19: X3D Cityscape UML package diagram
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Using cylinders was not the best choice of object to use, nor was a box when
the diagram scales to be much larger. Once there are many more objects and
messages then the global position of these shapes causes an issue. The issue is
that a cylinder and a box are centred or drawn from the middle point of the shape.
This means that that the text labels of the objects at the top of the diagram would
need to change position to stay in an even row every time a cylinder or box was
increased in size. Instead, it would be better to use an indexed face set which can
look like a box, but define eight coordinate points. The first fours points determine
where the object starts at the highest point in the Y axis (e.g. the top face of the
box). The bottom face is four coordinate points at the lowest point the in the Y
axis. When using boxes for object activation the global position of object names,
messages, and message returns are not reliant on the positioning of the boxes and
can therefore be nicely aligned. For the object lifelines we wanted to draw dashed
lines rather than solid lines, however not all of the X3D browsers implemented
this feature or line property.
We used a billboard grouping node for the text labels (§3.3.3). The billboard
node enables a user to rotate the view point and to always see the text lined up
to the associated element it is matched to. This can be useful if a user rotates the
view in order to read the diagram from right to left instead of the norm of left to
right. Likewise if a user moves down, left, or right using the slide navigation type
in the diagram the text will always face the viewer.
4.3.4 Discussion
The prototypes used to create the UML class and package diagrams took some
time to program, but are very useful for creating automatic software visualisations
of UML diagrams in X3D. Building a library of reusable prototypes such as UML
diagrams will enable future developers to use them in order to create their own
software visualisations. Creating a software visualisation component in the X3D
specification from a library of software visualisation prototypes such as UML
diagrams will mean that X3D browser vendors can implement this kind of com-
ponent therefore making it easier for developers to create software visualisations
with X3D.
We could lay out all the packages in the package diagram on a single X-Y plane
with the same Z axis value. The package layout for this kind of visualisation
would not scale very well once there are many packages. Instead, we intentionally
offset the packages in both the Y and Z axes as we would like to be able to combine
both the package and class diagrams together. For example when a user is viewing
the package diagram they can click on a package or a class and get further details.
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Figure 4.20: X3D Cityscape UML sequence diagram
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Perhaps the classes in a package diagram could be expanded or unfolded to show
what is visible in a class or all the classes within a package could be laid out on the
X-Y plane with the same Z axis value. Likewise a user could then fold or retract
the classes and turn them back into a single package entity.
We are currently investigating the automatic creation of sequence diagrams
similar to our class diagrams and sequence diagrams from execution traces. Creat-
ing these kind of visualisations automatically requires more effort since X3D is
purely a graphics file format and it is hard to encode the relationship data between
the nodes within a X3D software visualisation. Using prototypes as in our class
and package diagrams would be a good approach to solving this problem.
The 3D navigation capabilities provided by the X3D browsers proved to be very
successful for navigating amongst 3D UML diagrams. These options included
sliding up and down, flying, walking, and examining. The navigation options
made it easy for a user to browse the packages, classes, methods, and fields in the
Java software programs. Once the X3D content became very large (4000+ classes
Figure 4.17) the rendering speed of the X3D scene was so slow that it compromised
the performance of these navigation options so that the software visualisation was
unusable.
We found the billboard node for changing the rotation of text to be very useful
as it can help a user to read text labels from the distance or from an oblique angle.
The sequence diagram was a good example use of the billboard node because the
text was readable on the far right when exploring the diagram on the left. If the
text were positioned far off in the distance then it would be hard to read. We also
tried using the billboard node in our class diagrams. We found that it was not as
effective, as the classes were positioned at decreasing values in the Z axis but with
similar Y axis values so it actually made it hard to read the text.
4.4 Documentation-Related Visualisations
In this section we test the integration capabilities of X3D for documentation-related
visualisations. When visualising software it can be useful to show the underlying
data source of the visualisation or combine another view of the software which
may help in understanding the overall piece of software. We have implemented
some software visualisations in X3D that combine a visualisation with the original
source code, Javadoc6 API specification, and videos which describe components
of the software.
6Javadoc is a tool for generating API documentation in HTML format from the original source
and Java documentation comments in the source code.
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4.4.1 Source Code Visualisation
We are interested in being able to show a visualisation or diagram with the as-
sociated source code of a program. This is useful to a developer as they can see
the graphical representation of a program and the code that is associated with the
diagram on the same screen. Previous work by colleagues in our research group
showed how we did this using SVG (§2.3.4 and Figure 2.18(a)).
Figure 4.21 shows a visualisation which represents a UML like class diagram
of a C++ program. The image has two displays, the left frame shows the X3D
visualisation and the right frame shows the original source code of the program
which was used as the information for the visualisation. The source code is
rendered in HTML. In the visualisation classes are represented as red spheres and
abstract classes as cones which animate to different colours. The white cylinders
represent the inherited relationship amongst the classes.
A user can examine the visualisation by rotating the view which gives different
views of the class diagram to gain a greater understanding. A user can manipulate
nodes by dragging them around the visualisation to show different parts of the
class diagram. A user can click on a class which changes to a white colour and the
associated class declaration is highlighted in the source code of the right frame
using JavaScript. In the visualisation the user has selected the class at the bottom
right of the visualisation (changing to a white sphere) which has highlighted the
associated class declaration (highlighted yellow) in the source code (the Fox class).
4.4.2 API Javadoc Visualisation
Following on from our source code visualisation we are interested in being able
to provide non-source code textual descriptions of a piece of software alongside
a visualisation. Figure 4.22 shows the class diagram from Figure 4.16 with the
Javadoc for the CityScape Java Program.
When a user clicks on a class in the visualisation in the left frame the associated
Javadoc class is displayed in the main class frame window on the right. We could
quite easily also create a visualisation for the packages represented in the Javadoc.
The advantage of this visualisation is that X3D allows a user to see the software
visualisation as well as browse the Javadoc at the same time.
4.4.3 Structured Video Visualisation
Ron Baecker [19] suggests creating structured video systems for creating visual
demonstrations and explanations of software to show users how to accomplish
desired tasks. Users can access the videos by the web and delivered over the
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Figure 4.21: Source code visualisation with a UML like class diagram and C++
source code.
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Figure 4.22: API Javadoc Visualisation with the Cityscape UML class diagram.
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Internet. None of his examples show actual source code or visualisations of
software.
Figure 4.23 shows a video of a developer discussing the design of one of the
components from the same software visualisation as in Figure 4.21, once a user
has clicked on one of the nodes in the class diagram. The advantage of using
a video approach is that a developer will be able to go into more detail as to
why a particular component was designed in a certain way or what the software
actually does or intends to accomplish. The videos may even open up issues
or discuss ideas which are just too hard to describe within written or diagram
documentation.
Each of the components within the visualisation have a video associated with
them. Once a user clicks on a node it triggers a touch sensor to play a movie in
the left part of the visualisation. The video is mapped as texture using the movie
texture node to an indexed face set (§3.3.1).
We could also display the video on the specific geometry node of a component
within the visualisation that was selected, but it would be harder for a user to
interpret the video since the shapes in the visualisation are all different. If we have
of used UML diagrams and display the video on the classes or packages then the
text would have been hidden. We felt it was better to separate the additional video
from the main part of the visualisation, so that a user can navigate around the
visualisation and play a video once they come across an interesting component.
Mapping the video as texture to geometry within the visualisation was easier
than using another frame as in the previous documentation visualisations (§4.4.1
and 4.4.2). We could have also used the YouTube7 approach by embedding a video
in a web page. The advantage of using the X3D movie texture node is that it only
requires a couple of extra lines of X3D code rather than a totally separate HTML
file. The actual movie is also embedded in the software visualisation rather than a
separate frame.
The video part of the visualisation could also be displayed within a dashboard
implemented with a proximity sensor so that no matter what angle the visualisa-
tion is displayed at the video will always be directly straight in front of the viewer.
Finally, the location, direction, and relative intensity of the sound of the video can
also be controlled using the X3D sound node.
4.4.4 Discussion
We found the linking capabilities of X3D to be very useful and easy to create
documentation-related visualisations. The linking between frames is controlled by
7http://youtube.com
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Figure 4.23: Structured Video Visualisation with a UML like class diagram.
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the anchor node which is similar to the HTML <a href=’url’> anchor element.
The only difference is that the parameter field needs to be set to inform the browser
where to open the linked HTML file (e.g. parameter="target=frame name").
The anchor node also supports both the http:// and file:// protocols.
The biggest concern with the X3D integration capabilities is in terms of scal-
ing the documentation for the visualisation. For each piece of geometry in the
visualisation there needs to be an associated link to either an anchor embedded in
an HTML web page, HTML web page, or a video. Annotating this information
manually into a software visualisation can be quite time consuming. There needs
to be a way to easily make the connection between the external documentation
and the components within a software visualisation, presumably automatically
generated by our software visualisation tools.
4.5 Execution Trace Visualisations
In this section we analyse the performance display capabilities of X3D for display-
ing large execution trace visualisations. Our ongoing visualisation project VARE
produces XML execution traces (§2.3). We are interested in producing visualisa-
tions from the execution traces. We have described earlier in this chapter how we
can produce execution trace visualisations over the web (§4.1) and UML diagrams
from our execution traces (§4.3). Drawing diagrams other than UML in 3D is hard
and it is unclear what to technique or metaphor to use in order to create a 3D
visualisation.
Wiss et al. [270] found if it were possible to predict what structure the data will
have for a visualisation then this will help determine what metaphor or technique
is most applicable for a visualisation. We now show some of our visualisations
based on 3D shapes and 3D information visualisation metaphors transformed
from our execution traces.
4.5.1 All Elements From an Execution Trace
We want to create the same type of visualisation from different execution traces
using the same template. Figure 4.24 demonstrates a simple X3D software vi-
sualisation using XSLT to transform all elements from an execution trace into a
sequence of black spheres. The example used is the CityScape Java program as
described earlier in the chapter.
The XSLT template code parses an execution trace to find an event, draw a
sphere, increment the X axis variable, and then continue to find the next event and
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so on. In Figure 4.24 a file called axes.x3d is included to display the different axes
where the Y axis is green, the X axis red, and the Z axis blue.
Figure 4.25 extends the previous figure by giving each node a different shape
and colour depending upon the event in the execution trace and displayed on
separate lines. Blue spheres are object creations, method calls are green boxes and
the main class is a method call represented as a red box. White cones are method
returns and also used to represent the end of an object.
Figure 4.26 shows the same information but displayed in a single line which
shows the exact sequence of events that occurred in the execution of the CityScape
program. The CityScape program is not multi-threaded.
Figure 4.24: All elements from an execution trace represented as a sequence of
spheres.
Figure 4.25: All elements from an execution trace represented as different shapes
on different lines.
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Figure 4.26: All elements from an execution trace represented as a different shapes
and on the same line.
A sequence of shapes does not give that much insight into the execution of
software and it is hard to display all the information on the screen at one time.
Exploring more powerful visualisation techniques for laying out the information
about an execution trace may provide more insight about a program. We now
explore 3D compound shapes and 3D information visualisation metaphors.
4.5.2 3D Compound Shapes
There are many kinds of 3D shapes that exist which we could implement to
represent our execution traces. We have decided to implement a representative
sample of shapes including a cuboid and a 3D spiral cylinder. These kind of
visualisations could make it easier for the user to analyse and navigate repeated
patterns of execution of a program as opposed to a long sequence of shapes in a line.
We now elaborate on both of these 3D compound shapes showing visualisations
using the CityScape and Eclipse Java programs.
Figure 4.27 shows 275 events from the CityScape program laid out as a cuboid.
We use the same shapes and colours for representing the different events in an
execution trace as the visualisations from the previous subsection. The visuali-
sation starts at the main method represented as the red box at the bottom in the
middle of the figure. The next event is displayed along the X axis. After the first 7
elements the position of the next element is displayed with a decremented Z axis
value and so on for the first 49 elements. Each layer of the cuboid has 49 events.
The next layer then has the Y axis value increased and so on until all the events
of the execution trace are displayed. The eventual shape may not end up being a
cube due to the number of events in the execution trace.
Each event in the execution trace is parsed and then a JavaScript layout function
is called to position the node in the world. Figure 4.28 shows the XSLT template
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Figure 4.27: All elements from the CityScape execution trace represented as a cube
like shape.
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code for parsing object creation events. The code searches for an event that is of
type xte:objectcreation (line 2), then gets the associated eventid (line 3) and passes
it to the layout function (line 6).
Figure 4.29 shows the JavaScript layout function, getTranslation() (lines 4–
15) which takes an eventid as a parameter and returns X, Y, and Z translation
coordinates for a transform node. Once the layout function returns with the
translation values a blue sphere is drawn (lines 7–17 of Figure 4.28). This is the
same for other events such as method calls (green box) and method returns (white
cone), but different shapes and colours are used. The length variable (line 6 of
Figure 4.29) determines what size the cube is going to be.
1 <!-- OBJECT CREATION -->
2 <xsl:template match="xte:objectcreation">















Figure 4.28: XSLT code to parse an object creation event from our execution traces
Figure 4.30 shows the end results after applying the cube XSLT transformation
code and the JavaScript layout function (Figure 4.29) to the CityScape execution
trace. The CityScape cube visualisation code shows an object creation (blue sphere
lines 1–8), method call (green box lines 9–16), and method return (white cone lines
17–24) events.
The visualisations in Figures 4.31, and 4.32 show the Eclipse execution trace
after 10,000, and 100,000 events. Despite the large scale of these examples the XSLT
transformation step took less than two minutes and the rendering process 10 sec-
onds for 10,000 events and up to 10 minutes for 100,000 events. The rendering and
run-time performance of the 100,000 events visualisation was severely comprised
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1 <xalan:component prefix="result" functions="getTranslation">
2 <xalan:script lang="javascript">
3
4 function getTranslation (id){
5
6 var length = 10;
7 var plane = length * length;
8
9 var x = ((id%length) * 10);
10 var y = (((id - (id%plane)) / plane) * 10);
11 var z = (((id%plane) - ((id%plane)%length)) / length) * -10;
12






Figure 4.29: JavaScript layout function that calculates x, y, and z coordinates for a
node.
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1 <Transform translation="12 0 0">
2 <Shape>
3 <Appearance>





9 <Transform translation="15 0 0">
10 <Shape>
11 <Appearance>
12 <Material diffuseColor="0 1 0"/>
13 </Appearance>
14 <Box size="2 2 2"/>
15 </Shape>
16 </Transform>
17 <Transform translation="18 0 0">
18 <Shape>
19 <Appearance>





Figure 4.30: Elements from the CityScape cube visualisation.
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and the navigation options were unusable.
The aim of these visualisations was to test the performance capabilities of the
X3D browser implementations rather than produce a stunning visualisation. A
different stylesheet is used to create the Eclipse cube visualisations where only
the length field is modified in the layout function and the number of events in the
execution trace. Ideally we would like an end user to be able to have control over
both input variables, the size of the cube and the number of events. A user can
also turn collision on or off to fly through the visualisation or to hit nodes.
Figure 4.31: 10,000 elements from the Eclipse execution trace.
Figure 4.33 shows the CityScape events laid out as a 3D spiral cylinder. Figure
4.34 shows 10,000 events from the Eclipse program also laid out as a 3D spiral
cylinder. The purpose of these software visualisations is to show how we can use
the same information but represented in a different manner, by only changing
our layout function. These software visualisations also use the getTranslation()
function (Figure 4.29) for the layout of the events from the execution trace, but the
implementation is slightly different. The spiral starts at the bottom and goes in
the positive y direction. The figures show the visualisations rotated on their side
with the Y axis being in the distance. Each element has a different Y coordinate
value and increasing in value.
4.5.3 3D Metaphors
We want to be able to create more complex visualisations other than a sequence
of shapes or 3D compound shapes. Our XML execution traces are essentially
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Figure 4.32: 100,000 elements from the Eclipse execution trace.
Figure 4.33: CityScape 3D Spiral.
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Figure 4.34: Eclipse 3D Spiral.
tree structures. We would like to explore visualising the execution traces as tree
structures by replicating some 3D information visualisation metaphors (§2.1.2).
Wiss et al. [271] performed an empirical study on three 3D information visualisa-
tion designs. The results indicated that subjects were significantly faster with the
information landscape followed by the cam tree and then the information cube.
We have implemented an information landscape and an information cube to show
the flexibility of our visualisation generation approach.
Figure 4.35 shows the layout of all the events from an execution trace of the
CityScape Java program as an information landscape [7, 247]. The information
landscape is essentially 2 1/2 D rather than 3D. The same shapes are used to
represent the same kind of events as in previous sub-sections. The image starts at
the red box (the highest node in the image) and is animated from right to left.
Figure 4.36 shows the same information as Figure 4.35, but displayed as an
information cube [213]. The information starts with the main method outer red
box, followed by the first object creation blue sphere at the top right of the cube
then continuing along the links to each of the object creation blue spheres. The
spheres are transparent and the events that an object executes or sub-events are
enclosed within the sphere.
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Figure 4.35: All elements from an execution trace represented as an information
landscape.
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Figure 4.36: All elements from an execution trace represented as an information
cube.
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4.5.4 Discussion
The main difference between the information visualisation metaphors and the
3D compound shapes is that they show the relationships between the events
better since there are linked edges between the nodes in the visualisations. Both
types of visualisations encode the information in the visualisation but could be
easily modified to use prototypes to separate the information similar to our UML
diagrams (§4.3).
Implementing the information landscape was more difficult than the infor-
mation cube as it required more complex calculations for the links between the
nodes and the number of lines of code was greater. A linear layout approach was
used. Using graph drawing algorithms [250] as used in graph drawing software
systems (§2.3.5) should improve the creation of these 3D information visualisation
metaphors.
Our information landscape does not actually reflect a true information land-
scape. We could achieve a true reflection by changing the dimensions of each
objectcreation and method call event to a size that is proportional to the number of
sub-events. Hence some events would be proportionally larger than other events,
which would make them more prominent in the visualisation. We limited the
transparency level in the information cube to only one level to make the visualisa-
tion more readable. X3D allows many levels of transparency so long as the nested
levels are at a lower level of transparency otherwise the inner objects will not be
visible.
Auseful feature to add to the execution trace visualisations would be animation
and filtering capabilities. Animating the events from an execution trace as a 3D
compound shape or an information visualisation metaphor could be useful to see
the way the events happen during execution. If this task were implemented it
would not scale well for the larger visualisations since the routing event model
has a very cumbersome design; see the discussion earlier (§4.2.4).
Filtering could be applied to the events in a visualisation such as remove all
method returns or just show the objects that get created, by setting or changing
the transparency level to one for a node. For the 3D information visualisation
metaphors this would also have to apply to the relationship edges as well. Adding
filters would again be quite cumbersome since the routing event model would
have to be used, once a user selects or clicks a button. There maybe a smarter
way to achieve filtering if the data was encoded in a prototype and there was a
JavaScript function that was generic enough to simulate the routing event model.
The size of the Eclipse visualisations after 10,000 events was approximately
2MB, 50,000 events 10MB, and 100,000 events 18MB. The CityScape visualisations
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were approximately 50KB. It takes less than 10 seconds to render about 10,000
events, three minutes for 50,000 events, but up to 10 minutes to render 100,000
events. We used the Xj3D converter – a Java application forWindows – to compress
the large Eclipse visualisations into the X3D binary format (.x3db). The result
was the size of the X3D files were reduced by about 75%. The visualisations once
converted, however, were only viewable in the Xj3D browser (§3.4.1) since it is the
only X3D browser that currently supports the X3D binary format.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter we have described our tool for automatically creating software
visualisations from execution traces over the web. We then described our case
studies which replicated various well known software visualisation techniques in
X3D. The case studies evaluated X3D’s animation and interactivity aspects, exam-
ined the text, layout, and extensibility features, tested the integration capabilities
of X3D, and analysed the performance display capabilities.
The case studies included algorithm animations (shortest path, heapsort, and
elementary sorting), UML diagrams (package, class, and sequence diagrams),
documentation-related visualisations (source code, API, and structured video
visualisations), and execution trace visualisations (3D compound shapes and
3D information visualisation metaphors). For each case study we described the
visualisation, how we implemented the visualisation in X3D, discussed the issues
that arose during the implementation, and how we could improve each of the
visualisations.
The next chapter describes a framework for evaluating X3D as a software visu-
alisation medium that makes use of some well known information and software
visualisation taxonomies and frameworks. The following chapter then applies the
framework to our experience of creating X3D software visualisations as we have
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As described earlier (§2) there have been many software visualisation tools and
systems that have been developed over many years, but there has been little effort
to evaluate the effectiveness and utility of these tools and systems. There is also no
silver bullet for evaluating software visualisations [104] nor any benchmarks [152]
to determine how effective a software visualisation is.
There are various information visualisation and software visualisation design
guidelines [170, 228], taxonomies [177, 194, 195, 196, 221], models [74, 75], and
frameworks [153, 243]. None of this previous research focuses on the actual
graphics technology per se. The primary goal of our work is to evaluate how good
X3D is for use in software visualisation.
In this chapter we present a framework for evaluating software visualisation
media. The framework significantly extends some previous work by fellow col-
leagues in our research group that created a model for the evaluation of software
visualisation media [74, 75]. “Software visualisation media” are defined as tech-
nologies used in the creation, deployment and display of graphical images to an
end-user via a computer display [74, 75]. The definition does not refer to software
visualisation media as the tools nor the visualisations, but to the language used to
express the visualisations.
The previous model was based on the framework by Card et al. [45] whose
work was inspired by the seminal work of Jacques Bertin entitled “Semiology of
Graphics” [24]. The previous model evaluated Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) for
use in software visualisation. Having applied the model to SVG, this chapter now
extends the previous model to become a framework, incorporates new features,
and integrates some other researchers’ work. In particular our extensions address
the needs of 3D software visualisation and other ideas that improve generality.
The differences between the new framework in this chapter and the previous
model [74, 75] are discussed next.
5.1 Differences With Earlier Evaluation Model
We have significantly extended the previous evaluation model [74, 75] which
is now a subset of the framework we present in this chapter. The first major
difference is that we created three top-level categories, scope (§5.2), form (§5.3),
and interaction (§5.4), instead of two distinct categories for information and
software visualisation. The scope category defines how the visualisation medium
has been designed, how a user can create visualisations using the medium, and
howwell themedium performs. The form category defines what the characteristics
of the output of the software visualisation medium is. Finally, the interaction
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category defines how a user can interact with the visualisation medium.
In the scope category we include a new area based on the requirements (§5.2.1)
for software visualisation [153], as this will help evaluate the capabilities of the
medium in context. We next included a new area which looks at why a medium
was designed, what platforms the medium operates on, current medium imple-
mentations, and if the medium has been used or evaluated for software visual-
isation before (§5.2.2). We then change our previous model’s integration area to
serve in a more general role and call it method (§5.2.3). This modified area keeps
two ideas from the previous integration area, how to create visualisations using
the medium, and how to view and deploy visualisations implemented in the
medium. We retained the term integration to describe only how well the medium
integrates with other technologies. Finally, we extend the performance (§5.2.4) area
by including what kind of data sets can be used, what is the type of visualisations
that can be implemented, and what are the size of the visualisation files. Table 5.1
summarises the differences for the scope category with the areas of the previous
evaluation model.
Scope New in Framework From Previous Model
Requirements Task, Audience, Target,
Representation, Medium




Method Integration Creation, Viewing and
Deployment
Performance Data Sets, File Size, Scalability
Types of Visualisations
Table 5.1: Scope - Differences between new framework and previous model.
In the form categorywe also use aspects like our previousmodel from Bertin [24],
Card et al. [45], and Ware [258] for the graphical capability (§5.3.1) of a medium.
We first add new elements to the spatial substrate and marks and properties sub-
sections. We extend the previous models higher level capabilities area and now
call it presentation (§5.3.2). We add new elements (Animation, other modalities,
programming languages, program synchronisation, multiple views) in the pre-
sentation area focusing on specific software visualisation information from the
work of Price et al. [194, 195, 196] and Roman and Cox [221]. We introduce a new
area, visualisation techniques (§5.3.3), which looks at what kind of techniques
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can be represented using the visualisation medium. The techniques include com-
pound shapes, information visualisation metaphors [45], software visualisation
techniques [237], pictorial representations [177], and model frameworks [118]. The
previous model only used pictorial representations. Table 5.2 summarises the
differences for the form category with the areas of the previous evaluation model.
Form New in Framework From Previous Model
Graphical Capability
(Spatial Substrate) Composition, Alignment Dimension Support, Folding
Overloading Recursion, Axis Distortion
(Marks and Properties) Value, Texture Marks, Size, Colour,
Connection, Enclosure Orientation, Transparency
Text, Advanced Graphics
(Temporal Encoding) Encoding Time, Encoding
Identity, Variation of
Retinal Encoding
Presentation Animation Data Display independence
Other Modalities Referencable Objects
Programming Languages Layout Constraints
Program Synchronisation
Multiple Views




Table 5.2: Form - Differences between new framework and previous model
In the interaction category we extend our previous models interaction category
and call it user controls (§5.4.1), and then add a new element, elision control [194] to
user controls. We then add a new area in the interaction category, user navigation
(§5.4.2), which looks at how a user can navigate within a software visualisation
implemented using the medium. The user tasks (§5.4.3) are also a new area in the
interaction category based on Shneiderman’s [228] seven tasks (overview, zoom,
filter, details-on-demand, relate, history, and extract) from the visual information
seeking mantra (§2.1). Table 5.3 summarises the differences for the interaction
category with the areas of the previous evaluation model.
In the next chapter we will use the framework presented in this chapter to
evaluate X3D for use in software visualisation (§6). We now elaborate on the
details of each of the three categories: scope, form, and interaction.
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Interaction New in Framework From Previous Model




User Navigation Navigation Types, Navigation
Control, View Refinement,
Speed
User Tasks Overview, Zoom, Filter,
Details-on-demand, Relate
History, Extract
Table 5.3: Interaction - Differences between new framework and previous model
Items marked with an asterisk in the framework indicate extensions to the
previous evaluation model.
5.2 Scope∗
We first need to determine what the requirements are for software visualisations,
as this will help determine the suitability of the medium. We then look at how the
software visualisation medium is designed, how the visualisations are specified us-
ing the medium, and how well the medium performs for displaying visualisations,
in terms of scalability and range of visualisations.
5.2.1 Requirements∗
Maletic et al. [153] present a framework for the general tasks of understanding
and analysis during the development and maintenance of large-scale software
systems. They define five dimensions to reflect the why, who, what, where, and
how of software visualisation. We see these dimensions as the requirements for
software visualisations and feel that these are important questions to ask when
conducting an evaluation for a software visualisation medium. Answering these
requirements questions will help determine whether or not the medium being
evaluated is suitable for the software visualisations a developer wants to create.
The dimensions are as follows:
• Task∗: Why is the visualisation needed?
• Audience∗: Who will use the visualisation?
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• Target∗: What is the data source to represent?
• Representation∗: How to represent a visualisation?
• Medium∗: Where to represent the visualisation?
5.2.2 Design∗
We propose a new area in the framework, based on how the visualisation medium
has been designed. How is the software visualisation medium designed in terms
of general characteristics. What is the current status of the medium? Have there
been any evaluations conducted on the medium for software visualisation or
other domains? The last two points (production use and empirical evaluation)
are similar to ideas by Stasko et al. [194], but we apply them to the software
visualisation medium rather than the overall software visualisation system.
• Purpose∗: What is the purpose of the design of the medium?
• Environment∗: What is the primary target environment for the visualisation
medium?
• Implementations: What kind of implementations and how many exist for
the medium?
• Operating System∗: What kind of operating systems is the medium designed
for?
• Hardware∗: What kind of hardware does the medium operate on?
• Learning: How much time is required to learn the medium in order to
become competent in using the medium to create a substantial software
visualisation?
• Production Use∗: Has the medium been used in the production for any
software visualisations either in industry or in academia? If so over what
time period?




What kind of tools are used to create and view a software visualisation developed
in themedium and howwell does themedium integrate with other languages? The
ideas in this section are similar to that of the previous evaluation model [74, 75].
• Creation: What tools or technologies exist to create software visualisations
using the medium?
• Viewing and Deployment: What tools or applications are required to view
the software visualisations created using the medium?
• Integration∗: Does the medium integrate or have language bindings to other
media or languages (e.g. scripting languages)?
5.2.4 Performance
To what degrees does the medium scale up to handle large examples? The first
two points and the last point are new ideas while the scalability point is a common
general issue in software visualisation.
• Data Sets∗: What kind and size of data sets can the medium handle as input?
• Types of Visualisations∗: What are the types of software visualisations the
medium can handle? Which type of visualisation is the medium particularly
good at visualising?
• Scalability: How well do current implementations of the medium scale with
large software visualisations [74, 75]?
• File Size∗: What are the sizes of the files and how do they scale?
5.3 Form∗
What are the characteristics of the output of the software visualisation medium?
In particular we want to know what are the graphical capabilities of the medium,
how can the visualisations be presented using the medium, and what visualisation
techniques are supported by the medium.
5.3.1 Graphical Capability
We define the graphical capability of a software visualisation medium as the visual




The spatial substrate defines the space where graphical marks are visible entities
that are arranged and positioned in space [45]. The space where the graphical
marks are located are defined in terms of axes [45]. The following properties
listed define several techniques to increase the amount of information that can
be encoded in the spatial substrate and were first defined by Bertin [24] and then
extended by Card et al. [45].
• Dimension Support: How many dimensions can the medium support?
• Composition∗: Can axes be orthogonally placed to create a metric space?
• Alignment∗: Can an axis be repeated in a different position in space?
• Folding: Is it possible to fold dimensions so that they are a continuation of
an axis in an orthogonal dimension?
• Recursion: Can space be repeatedly subdivided?
• Overloading∗: Can the same space be reused for the same data set?
• Axis Distortion: Can an axis be squashed or stretched so that information
can fit in a certain space (e.g. perspective wall [149] or fish-eye views [87])?
Graphical Marks and Properties
Graphical marks are the objects a user sees when viewing a software visualisation.
Whereas the graphical properties also called retinal properties by Bertin [24],
are properties processed by the retina of the eye which is sensitive to the mark
independent of position. We have added two new points, text and advanced
graphics.
• Marks: Can the software visualisation medium support the four elementary
types of marks: points, lines, areas, and volumes? What kind of shapes can
marks be specified as?
• Size: Can marks change size or scale?
• Value∗: Do marks support a gray scale (series of grays ranging from black to
white)?
• Texture∗: Can different textures be applied to marks?
• Colour: Can a mark have colour and can it be changed, either value, hue or
saturation? How else can colour be used in a visualisation?
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• Orientation: Can marks be positioned or rotated in space?
• Transparency: Is it possible to make marks partially or fully transparent?
• Connection∗: Can marks be used to signify topological structures like graphs
and trees?
• Enclosure∗: Can marks be used to encode hierarchies?
• Text∗: Can text be supported in the medium? What kind of fonts and
properties can be applied to the text?
• Advanced Graphics∗: Does the medium support advanced graphic tech-
niques (e.g. Non-Uniform, Rational B-Spline (NURBS))?
Temporal Encoding
Does the medium support changing the visualisation over time to communicate
additional information [45, 74, 75]?
• Encoding Time: Can the medium easily change graphics to show the passage
of time?
• Encoding Identity: Can animations be specified on marks to show identity?
• Variation of Retinal Encoding: Can the value of all retinal encodings change
over time?
5.3.2 Presentation∗
We are interested in how the software visualisations can be presented and what
kind of software visualisation specific information can be displayed. The first three
points are from the previous evaluation model [74, 75]. The last five points are
based on aspects from some software visualisation taxonomies [194], but aimed at
if the medium can support these kind of visualisation aspects, rather than can the
actual visualisation system do these kind of visualisations.
• Data Display Independence: Is the underlying data structures or information
separate from the actual display of the data [74, 75]?
• Referencable Objects: Does the medium support being able to reference
objects in a software visualisation [74, 75]?
• Layout Constraints: Does the medium support basic or advanced layout
constraints [74, 75]?
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• Animation∗: Does the medium support animations in the software visualisa-
tions?
• Other Modalities∗: Does the medium support other modalities such as the
ability to play sound [36] and video to convey information and if so how
does the medium accomplish these tasks?
• Programming Languages∗: What kinds of programming languages and
paradigms can the medium support visualisations of?
• Program Synchronisation∗: Can the medium support synchronised visuali-
sations of multiple programs simultaneously?
• Multiple Views∗: Can the medium support multiple views of different parts
of the software being visualised?
5.3.3 Visualisation Techniques∗
We introduce a new area in the framework which looks at what kind of visualisa-
tion techniques does the software visualisation medium support. The previous
evaluation model [74, 75] was only concerned with pictorial representations [177]
which we also include.
• Compound Shapes∗: Is it possible to create compound shapes using a combi-
nation of primitive graphical marks?
• Information Visualisation Metaphors∗: What kind of information visualisa-
tion metaphors [45] does the medium support (e.g. Tree Maps [116], Cone
Trees [220], Information Cubes [213], Information Landscapes [7, 247])?
• Software Visualisation Techniques∗: What kind of software visualisation
metaphors or displays does the medium support (e.g. UML diagrams [83],
algorithm animations [33])?
• Pictorial Representations: Does the medium support the three well-known
types of pictorial representations (graph-based displays or node-link dia-
grams, statistics-based displays, and source-code-related displays) [177]?
• Model Frameworks∗: Does the medium support the model frameworks for
representing object-oriented systems as described by Keown [118]?
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5.4 Interaction∗
What capabilities of the software visualisation medium are supported for a user
to interact with the visualisation and control it? The user controls are based
on previous ideas [74, 75], while we add two new areas user navigation and
Shneiderman’s information visualisation user tasks [228] (§2.1).
5.4.1 User Controls∗
What methods does the software visualisation medium allow a user to employ to
interact or customise a visualisation? The ideas in this section are based on ideas
from the previous evaluation model [74, 75] and Stasko et al. [194].
• Graphic Changeability: Can a user change the graphic representation of
graphical marks at run-time?
• Input Events: What kind of input events can the visualisation medium
recognise (mouse or keyboard)?
• Computation: How does the visualisation medium respond to input events?
• User Notation: Can a user draw or annotate their own notations using the
visualisation medium on screen?
• Elision Control∗: Can a user control the amount of information in a visualisa-
tion by using controls to elide information?
• Temporal Control: Does the medium allow a user to control the temporal
aspects of a visualisation such as the current position in time of a visualisation
by using start, stop, pause, fast-forward, or rewind buttons?
5.4.2 User Navigation∗
We have added a new area for user navigation which looks at to what degree does
the medium support navigation through a software visualisation and how can a
user control the navigation options.
• Navigation types∗: What types of navigation does the medium support?
• Navigation control∗: How can a user control the navigation in a software
visualisation?
• View refinement∗: Does the medium support viewpoints and how can a user
control them in a software visualisation?
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• Speed∗: Can the user control the speed of navigation in a software visualisa-
tion?
5.4.3 User Tasks∗
We have added a new area for user tasks which looks at how a software visual-
isation medium can implement the user tasks from Shneiderman’s [228] visual
information seeking mantra (§2.1).
• Overview∗: Does the medium allow a user to gain an overview of the entire
software visualisation?
• Zoom∗: Does the medium support a user to be able to zoom into items of
interest?
• Filter∗: Can the medium support filtering out uninteresting items?
• Details-on-demand∗: Does the medium allow a user to select an item or a
group of items in the software visualisation and get details when needed?
• Relate∗: Does the medium allow a user to view the relationships among
items in a software visualisation?
• History∗: Can a history of actions to support undo, replay, and progressive
refinement be supported by the medium?
• Extract∗: Does the medium allow a user to extract sub-collections and any
query parameters in a software visualisation?
5.5 Discussion
In this chapter we proposed a framework for evaluating graphics media to see how
suitable they are for software visualisation. The framework follows in tradition
of a similar structure to the software visualisation taxonomies by Price et al. [196,
195, 194] and Roman and Cox [221]. There is some overlap between the categories
used in our framework and the top-level categories of their frameworks. The
differences between the taxonomies and our framework is mainly our focus on
the graphics media rather than the software visualisation systems or the software
visualisations themselves.
There are a number of differences between this framework and the earlier
evaluation model [74, 75] created by some fellow colleagues in our research group.
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We have grouped our ideas in the new framework into three main top-level
categories rather than just information and software visualisation sections.
These categories are aimed at the scope of the software visualisation media
(Scope §5.2), what are the characteristics of the output of the software visualisation
media (Form §5.3), and what kind of user tasks the software visualisation media
can support (Interaction §5.4). We have added in the following areas to the scope
category: requirements, design, and method, and added in new elements to the
performance area. We have added in new points to the spatial substrate and marks
and properties areas within the form category. We relabeled the presentation
area and added some new elements. We created a new visualisation techniques
area in the form category. We comprehensively extended the previous interaction
category by including two new areas user navigation and and user tasks.
This framework represents an iterative improvement over the earlier model for
evaluating graphics technologies. We have used the experience gained at applying
the first model to SVG [74, 75] in designing this new framework. We are not aware
of any other work in the area of evaluating graphics technologies for information
visualisation or software visualisation to date. Most evaluations of information
visualisation work focuses on user tasks, the tools to build the visualisations, or
the actual visualisations themselves. We propose that our framework be contin-
ually improved and refined as necessary. In the future we would like to see our
framework applied to other graphics technologies for software visualisation to
further help validate our research methodology.
There are some limitations to our framework. Our framework does not look
at empirical studies, user evaluation, nor usability testing [171]. Conducting
empirical studies, user evaluation, or usability testing are out of scope for this
thesis, as we are limiting ourselves to focus only on the graphics technology output
of a visualisation.
A recent survey [81] reviewed 65 papers describing new information visualisa-
tion applications or techniques. 11 papers stated that a user evaluation was part of
future work, while 12 papers did some form of evaluation. Of the 12 papers only
two user studies were considered successful. A number of papers highlight some
of the problems of evaluating information visualisations [8, 132, 190, 230, 251].
From these papers it is not clear what the best way forward or which approach
is best for software visualisation evaluation and it is something we would like to
explore in the future as a possible extension to our new framework.
We do not consider dealing with senses such as touch or smell as we are primar-
ily concerned with the vision and sound senses. The aim of our work is targeted
toward standard computers a software developer would use on a daily basis. So
we only consider 2D computer display technologies that represent 3D by means
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of perspective and animation. Other technologies like augmented reality [99] and
virtual reality [214, 244, 259] could be integrated into the framework at a later
date. Although we are evaluating a new technology we are not predicting where
software visualisation is heading in the future. Instead, we are trying to replicate
standard software visualisation techniques from the literature with a new graphics
technology.
Holmberg et al. [107] have created a framework for evaluating interactive web-
based visualisation technologies and briefly compare SVG, DHTML, VRML, X3D,
and Java3D. Their framework considers only generic web-based visualisations,
while our framework can cater for any graphics technologies but is aimed at
the domain of software visualisation. Our framework is also not bound to any
particular platform such as the web. All of their categories and most of their
measures are subsets of our framework.
The next chapter applies the evaluation framework presented in this chapter
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We now apply our software visualisation media evaluation framework (§5) to
evaluate X3D for software visualisation based on our analysis (§3) and experience
with X3D (§4). We apply the three categories of the framework: Scope, Form, and
Interaction and then summarise our findings.
6.1 Scope
6.1.1 Requirements
We would like to evaluate X3D for use in software visualisation and in particular
with respect to our ongoing software visualisation project (§2.3). We want to
use X3D software visualisations over the web and to be able to represent the
visualisations in 3D.
• Task: In this thesis we want to find out if X3D is a suitable medium for
representing software as visualisations. Our ultimate goal is to create visual-
isations to understand software for the purposes of software reuse, mainte-
nance, re-engineering, and reverse engineering (§2.3). The aim of visualising
existing software components is to understand if and how a given piece of
code can be reused in a new software program or modified to change the
behaviour [160].
• Audience: The target audience for our software visualisation media evalua-
tion research will be developers who want to create software visualisations
and software visualisation tools. The users of our software visualisations are
developers that come from the areas of software reuse, software maintenance,
re-engineering, and reverse engineering.
• Target: The data source for our software visualisations are XML execution
traces that can gather static or capture dynamic information about a software
component (§2.3.3). Tracing the execution of a component involves catch-
ing information such as method calls, method returns, field accesses, field
modifications, object creations, and object deletions. This information can
show potential consequences and alternative executions that can be created
by overloading or replacing certain parts of a component.
• Representation: We would like to be able to implement an exemplary range
of software visualisation techniques in X3D that can do most things a devel-
oper would like to see about a software component. Some example software
visualisations that we have implemented include algorithm animations (§4.2),
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UML diagrams (§4.3), documentation-related visualisations (§4.4), and exe-
cution trace visualisations (§4.5) represented as 3D compound shapes and
3D information visualisation metaphors.
• Medium: The aim of our visualisation architecture is to be able to create and
view visualisations of remotely executing software over the web (§4.1). For
the purposes of the architecture we would like to display software visualisa-
tions in widely used web browsers such as Microsoft Internet Explorer and
Mozilla Firefox, and executing on a standard computer a software developer
would use on a daily basis. Colleagues of our research group have previously
looked at 2D technologies for desktop (Tcl/TK) and web based applications
(SVG) (§2.3.4).
6.1.2 Design
X3D has been designed as a lightweight file format for the web and has an XML
encoding. There are a number of X3D implementations that operate on a variety
of operating systems.
• Purpose: The aim of X3D is to provide a royalty-free open standards file
format (§3.1) and run-time architecture to represent and communicate 3D
scenes and objects using XML (§3.2.2).
• Environment: The target environment of X3D is the web and the Internet
(§3.1).
• Implementations: We looked at three of the main X3D browser implementa-
tions which were either commercial (BS Contact VRML/X3D Player, Flux
Player) or free-ware (Octaga Player) (§3.4.1). We also looked at the Xj3D
browser which is the open source implementation to experiment with the
X3D specification. Finally, there are about 10 other implementations that exist
and some of them are either one person development teams, beta-versions,
designed predominantly for VRML, or do not have plug-ins to widely used
browsers.
• Operating System: BS Contact VRML/X3D Player, Flux Player, Octaga
Player, and Xj3D Browser all operate on Windows. Octaga, Xj3D, and
FreeWRL operate on Linux (§3.4.1). FreeWRL is the only other browser
we looked at that operates on MacOSX.
• Hardware: X3D was designed to operate in web browsers on personal
computers. Our testing was primarily conducted on a Dell Latitude D610
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laptop running Windows XP with a Intel Pentium 1.86GHz processor and
512MB memory. Our aim is to test the media on computers that the average
developer would use on a daily basis when developing software. We also
used a Dell PowerEdge 1850 Windows server with two Pentium IV Xeon
2.8GHz processors and 2GB of memory. When using the server for testing
we did not have any hardware acceleration. We would recommend using a
desktop or laptop that has slightly more processing power and at least 1GB
of memory as some of our more sophisticated visualisations struggled when
displayed on our test laptop (§4.3 and 4.5.2).
• Learning: Drawing simple X3D scenes took about a week to accomplish
and about a month to produce a reasonable X3D software visualisation by
hand. We were finally very competent at using the X3D language after a few
months. The hardest part in the learning process for us was knowing how to
apply 3D mathematics to create complex visualisations since that is not our
background, which is independent of learning X3D.
• Production Use: Our software visualisation prototype tools have only been
used in our research environment. We are yet to use the prototype tools
within a teaching or an industrial setting. Our aim would be to make our
tools open source to allow other developers to make use of them. We are
aware of one other academic research project using X3D for UML class
diagrams (§2.2.4 and Figure 2.11) and their tools are not publicly accessible
either.
• Empirical Evaluation: Our X3D software visualisation prototype tools and
visualisations have had no empirical evaluation and we wish to consider
this as part of future work. We would like to do some evaluation on whether
2D or 3D web based software visualisations is best (§2.1.1). Another area
to explore is the cognitive issues [188] for representing software structures
in 3D. We are aware of no other empirical evaluations when using X3D for
software or information visualisation.
6.1.3 Method
X3D can be created by hand but for complex software visualisations it is best to
automate the creation process by using XML based languages like XSLT. Some of
the X3D browsers can be plugged into commercial wide web browsers such as
Mozilla Firefox and Microsoft Internet Explorer.
• Creation: We found the best way to create basic X3D software visualisations
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was to use text editors. Figure 6.1 shows editing the insertion sort algorithm
animation (§4.2.3) in a simple text editor. Creating complex software visu-
alisations by hand, however, was incredibly arduous. Instead, we found it
best to use XSLT transformations and wrote the XSLT code in a text editor.
We then processed the XSLT stylesheets with the execution traces using an
XSLT processor either on the command line or from our web application,
VARE-3D (§4.1).
We also experimented with two digital content creation tools X3D-Edit [40]
and Flux Studio [180] for editing X3D content but they were more designed
for non-programmers (§3.4.2). The first version of X3D-Edit displays the
XML in a graphical tree which required a lot of mouse manipulation by the
user, and was very computer resource hungry possibly due to it being built
on top of IBM’s Xeena tool. The second version is a plug-in to the Netbeans
IDE and incorporates the Xj3D viewer for previewing X3D content. There is
no Eclipse plug-in yet. Flux Studio has a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What
You Get) style, designed for non-programmers, and it is hard to get at the raw
X3D content. Flux Studio has an option of being able to quickly view an X3D
file via a preview button which opens the file in the Flux Player. Since our
software visualisations are mainly constructed from XML execution traces
there was no real need to use these kind of digital content creation tools.
Writing X3D by hand was best suited for writing components which could
be used in applications, XSLT, or adjusting the output from the export of
another tool.
• Viewing and Deployment: A widely used web browser such as Internet Ex-
plorer or Mozilla Firefox can be used to view the X3D software visualisations
with an X3D browser plug-in (§3.4.1). Alternatively a user can use a stand-
alone X3D web browser. X3D files can be located on the local file system
or on the web. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
have a web page1 that detects if any X3D and VRML plug-ins are installed
in a user’s web browser. In general we found that when browsing to an
example X3D file on the web using Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox, if we
did not already have an X3D browser plug-in installed, that the commercial
browsers did not understand the X3D file type and did not recommend any
X3D browsers to install.
• Integration: X3D has an XML encoding (§3.2.2) so it can quite easily inte-
grate with other XML languages and XML tools such as XSLT. Figure 6.2
1http://cic.nist.gov/vrml/vbdetect.html
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Figure 6.1: Editing X3D file in a text editor.
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shows creating an X3D file from an XSL stylesheet using the Apache Xalan
XSLT engine. X3D has specific language bindings for ECMAScript (imple-
mented as JavaScript) and Java which allowed us to create complex software
visualisations (§4.1, 4.3 and 4.5).
Figure 6.2: Creating an X3D software visualisation from the command line using
the Apache Xalan XSLT processor.
6.1.4 Performance
We use XML execution traces for our data sets. We can produce a large range of
software visualisations implemented in X3D which can scale to a large number of
nodes and classes.
• Data Sets: Our input data was XML execution traces (§2.3.3). Converting
other text based formats into X3D is also possible, but domain specific
applications or converters would need to be created. X3D also allows other
formats to be converted or exported into X3D including: VRML, Keyhole
Markup Language (KML) (used in Google Earth), COLLADA (§2.3.5), and
from proprietary applications like 3D Studio Max and Maya (§3.4.3).
• Types of Visualisations: We produced a range of visualisations including
algorithm animations, UML diagrams, source-code related, and large node-
link diagrams from execution traces (§4). A disappointing factor is that when
rendering the same visualisation some of the X3D browsers display a slightly
different output as they don’t implement all of the specification. As an
example we found only one browser (BS Contact) that actually implements
the 2D geometry component of the specification. X3D was best at producing
visualisations represented as compound shapes to show either the structure
or the behaviour of software (§4.5).
• Scalability: X3D can safely render 10,000 - 30,000 nodes within 10 seconds,
but 100,000 nodes (Figure 4.32) took approximately 10 minutes to render
and the software visualisation was basically unusable in terms of navigation
and discovery (§4.5.2). Perhaps this was due to the specific hardware and
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graphics card we were using or the X3D browser implementation. More
testing is required on machines with a higher specification to give a more
conclusive result. X3D did not scale well when there was large amounts
of text as the rendering speed was severely affected, again navigation and
discovery were the issues (§4.3 and Figure 4.17).
• File Size: The size of our algorithm animations (§4.2) files were less than
100KB. The size of our UML diagrams varied (§4.3). Our large UML class
diagram of Eclipse was 2MB and the other diagrams were less than 100KB.
The size of our execution trace visualisations (§4.5) were 2MB (10,000 nodes),
10MB (50,000 nodes), and 18MB (100,000 nodes). Our small execution traces
took less than a few seconds to convert into X3D software visualisations
using XSLT. Our much larger execution traces took no longer than a couple of
minutes when executed by our tool (§4.1) or from the command line (Figure
6.2). We also converted our execution trace visualisation files into the X3D
binary format using the Xj3D converter (§3.4.3), which reduced the size of
the files by about 75%. Currently only the Xj3D browser (§3.4.1) supports
the binary encoding. The binary encoding has only just recently become an
ISO standard and we would expect other X3D browser implementations to
adopt this encoding in the future.
6.2 Form
6.2.1 Graphical Capability
X3D performs very well for the graphical capabilities section. X3D has a vast
range of features to support the different facets of the graphical capabilities section.
Where X3D does not have built-in support for a certain capability in this section,
the capability can often be accomplished using scripting languages.
Spatial Substrate
• Dimension Support: X3D can support both 2D and 3D dimensions for dis-
playing software visualisations. We are yet to explore if X3D can support
dimensions greater than 3D, but we have no need for greater than 3D at the
moment in our software visualisations.
• Composition: Axes can be placed orthogonally to create a metric space
similar to Film Finder [45] and can make use of the third dimension.
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• Alignment: Axes can be repeated at different positions in space. We used the
inline node (§3.3.2), which embeds an X3D scene stored at a location on the
web or local file system into the current scene, for repeated axes to display
three different algorithms all animating at once (§4.2.3).
• Folding: Information can be folded along the X, Y or Z axes since X3D has
three dimensions, similar to the visualisations produced by SeeSoft [79] for
two dimensions.
• Recursion: Space can be repeatedly divided like a Tree Map [227]. To im-
plement a Tree Map would require using functions in scripting languages
since X3D is primarily a representation file format. There are no X3D built-in
features for repeatedly subdividing space.
• Overloading: The same space can be reused for the same data set by using
a switch node (§3.3.2). The switch node can be used in conjunction with a
touch sensor or a proximity sensor to show different aspects of an element
in the same space within a visualisation. For example we can change our
execution trace visualisations (§4.5) to show the details of the event (e.g. the
name of the method call or object that was created) once a user either touches
the node or navigates within a certain proximity of the node.
• Axis Distortion: Axes can be distorted. Munzner et al. [166, 167] (see Figure
2.4) showed how to visualise the structure of the web in 3D hyperbolic space
using VRML and C++. This can now be implemented using X3D and Java.
Graphical Marks and Properties
• Marks: X3D supports: points, lines, areas, and volumes. Points and lines can
be implemented in a software visualisation using 2D geometry, while areas
and volumes can be implemented using 3D geometry (§3.3.1).
• Size: Shapes that are not defined by coordinates have size, height, or radius
fields (§3.3.1) which can be set during implementation or animated to change
in a software visualisation using the routing event model (§3.3.5).
• Value: The material node supports the gray scale colour range which can
adjust the value of a node (§3.3.1).
• Texture: Textures can be applied to nodes and links by either using colour,
images, sounds, or video (§3.3.1). We have used all of these kinds of textures
in every one of our software visualisations (§4).
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• Colour: Colour can be used to reveal the state of an animation, highlight
areas of interest, and emphasise visual patterns, as well as colouring of nodes
and links. The colour of a node can be specified using the diffuseColor field
inside the material node or specified as its own node (§3.3.1). Colours are
defined as RGB colours.
• Orientation: Shapes can be positioned and rotated in a visualisation by the
transform node (§3.3.2) and can change position or rotate by the routing
event model (§3.3.5). Shapes can be orientated in any order (e.g. translated
then rotated and vice versa).
• Transparency: The transparency field in the material node specifies how
clear an object is, with 1.0 being completely transparent, and 0.0 completely
opaque (§3.3.1). We used transparency in some of our execution trace visu-
alisations (§4.5.3 and Figure 4.36). We found that when nesting transparent
objects the outer levels need to have a higher level of transparency otherwise
inner level objects will not be visible. So multiple levels of transparency are
allowed.
• Connection: X3D can represent graph and tree like structures (§4.5.3). X3D
can only show the graphical representation using geometry primitives. X3D
can’t show the underlying data relationships very well since there is no sup-
port for modeling relationship information. We can encode the relationship
data in the X3D code but it is hard and time consuming. It is best to represent
relationship information using domain specific prototypes (§3.3.6).
• Enclosure: Hierarchies can be encoded such as UML class diagrams or graph
like hierarchies, but again like the connection item above X3D can only show
representation. Actual data is hard to encode into the X3D code and it is best
done with domain specific prototypes (§3.3.6).
• Text: X3D has support for displaying text using standard fonts and the
various combinations and effects that can be applied, such as font faces,
styling, and size. Since text is mainly 2D and read from left to right, we
found the billboard node (§3.3.3) to be very useful when the user rotated
the Z axis of the viewer which allowed the text to rotate and be read clearly
(§4.3.4). Unfortunately, the billboard node does not allow the text to be
legible if the animation is turned upside down.
• Advanced Graphics: X3D has special profiles for Non-Uniform, Rational
B-Spline (NURBS), representing humans (H-ANIM), and geography specific
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detail (GeoSpatial). These kind of special profiles might be useful if we were
to implement a 3D city metaphor (§2.2.2).
There is no specific software visualisation component or profile. We have
implemented some domain specific prototypes (§4.3 and 4.5) that could be
turned into a software visualisation component in the X3D specification.
Having a software visualisation or information visualisation component
in the X3D specification would allow X3D browser vendors to decide if
they would like to support this component. If the X3D browser vendors
implemented the visualisation component then this would make it much
easier for developers to create information or software visualisations using
X3D as they would not have to create their own domain specific prototypes.
Temporal Encoding
• Encoding Time: Graphics can be changed to show the passage of time by
using the X3D routing event model (§3.3.5).
• Encoding Identity: Different properties of a mark can be used to encode
identity. In our algorithm animations (§4.2) we have used colour and size to
distinguish between elements, and shapes and colour to distinguish between
event types in our execution trace visualisations (§4.5).
• Variation of Retinal Encoding: Almost all graphical attributes of X3D nodes
can be changed using the routing event mode (§3.3.5). In our algorithm
animations and software visualisations examples the target nodes that we
changed were 3D geometry (boxes, spheres), material (colour), and coordi-
nate points (inside coordinate nodes).
6.2.2 Presentation
Data can be encoded in X3D software visualisations using three different ap-
proaches. X3D does not support layout constraints of the data in a software
visualisation, but the data can be animated and supplemented with sound and
video. X3D can represent software visualisations of various programming lan-
guages and can even show program synchronisation and multiple views of the
data in a visualisation.
• Data Display Independence: Data can be encoded into a visualisation like
we have done for our algorithm animations (§4.2), but it would be better
to separate the data from the graphical presentation. Since X3D has an
XML encoding it is possible to encode the data in XML and use XSLT to
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transform the data into X3D nodes before displaying the visualisation. The
transformation could also happen at run-time by encoding a style-sheet into
the X3D file and using a scripting language function. For our execution
trace visualisations (§4.5) we encoded the data as X3D geometry and used
JavaScript functions for the layout and control of the data. For our UML
diagrams (§4.3) we encoded the data we wanted to display into domain
specific prototype instances (§3.3.6) and then used an JavaScript function to
change the prototype instances into geometry primitives.
• Referencable Objects: Nodes can have a label using the DEF attribute, which
allows a node to be referenced by other elements in a visualisation by using
the USE attribute (§3.3.1). The DEF attribute is only a textual description so
it is important when implementing a visualisation that all nodes that use the
DEF attribute are unique.
• Layout Constraints: Layout constraints and layout algorithms are not sup-
ported in X3D. X3D is primarily a graphics representation file format, which
could be used as the output for the implementation of a layout algorithm
in a software visualisation. JavaScript functions can be embedded inside an
X3D file to implement a lightweight layout algorithm or constraint system
(§4.5.2 and Figure 4.29).
• Animation: Mouse sensors (drag or click) and interpolators (position, coor-
dinates, colour) can be used to create motion or animation using the routing
event model. A time sensor can be used to control time cycle intervals that
can be looped, paused, and restarted (§3.3.5).
• Other Modalities: Sound in X3D allows WAV, MIDI or MP3 files to be played
(§3.3.4) and could be used to demonstrate break points, error detection, or
sorting in an algorithm animation (§4.2.4). Video is provided through the
MPEG-4 profile and we have used video to show people describing software
alongside a software visualisation (§4.4.3 and Figure 4.23).
• Programming Languages: We can show visualisations of Java and C++
programs (§4), but there should be no reason why X3D could not be used
to represent software visualisations of other programming languages and
paradigms.
• Program Synchronisation: We have shown multiple simultaneous algorithm
animations (§4.2.3). In the algorithm animation examples the data itself was
encoded into the actual X3D software visualisations. We have not shown any
multi-threaded visualisations or multiple trace visualisations. Our execution
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traces can capture multi-threaded information (§2.3.3). If we transformed a
multi-threaded execution trace into a visualisation we could use different
colours for the different traces and position the information in a different
position in the scene. Likewise we could show multiple traces of the same
program in different colours. Both visualisations would have to be located
at different places in the X3D scene.
• Multiple Views: We have accomplished multiple views by having multiple
frames within the web interface and loading two different visualisations
of the same data source (§4.4). Alternatively multiple views could also be
accomplished within the same X3D software visualisation, but if one of the
views (e.g. source code, API documentation) is inherently designed for 2D
viewing then it maybe be best to show multiple web frames.
6.2.3 Visualisation Techniques
X3D can support a range of visualisation techniques from compound shapes to
more complex visualisation metaphors. There are unfortunately no domain spe-
cific components or libraries developers can use to create software visualisations,
but it is possible to implement existing software visualisation techniques.
• Compound shapes: We implemented 3D cubes and 3D spirals (§4.5.2). Other
3D shapes are definitely possible. We used a JavaScript function to achieve
our goals since X3D does not actually support this kind of metaphor, because
it is primarily a presentation format. Figure 6.3 shows 50,000 elements from
the Eclipse execution trace represented as a 3D cube.
• Information Visualisation Metaphors: We implemented an Information
Landscape [7, 247], and an Information Cube [213] (§4.5.3). We used some
JavaScript function to layout the nodes and edges in the visualisations. Other
metaphors [45] are also possible but we have not explored them yet as we
only had time to implement a sample of information visualisation metaphors.
• Software Visualisation Techniques: X3D can support a range of visualisations
including algorithm animations (§4.2), UML diagrams (§4.3), documentation-
related visualisations (§4.4), and execution trace visualisations (§4.5). Figure
6.4 shows a UML package diagram of the Eclipse Java program which shows
257 packages.
• Pictorial Representations: X3D can support all three types of pictorial repre-
sentations [177]. We found X3D was excellent for graph-based displays but
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Figure 6.3: Eclipse execution trace — 50,000 events.
Figure 6.4: Eclipse UML package diagram— 257 packages
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not so good for rendering text for source-code-related displays. We are yet
to experiment with statistical based displays for software visualisation.
– Graph Based: The main elements of X3D are nodes and the links be-
tween the nodes. Attributes can be added to nodes and links to encode
information such as shape, appearance, and behaviour. Edges can be
created between node objects (§4.5.3).
– Statistical Based: We are yet to implement any software visualisations
that display statistical information. We could create statistics based
software visualisations similar to that of some other work that shows
the citations of String Theory from 1981-2001 [89] and show over 3000
nodes. We should note that many statistical graphs require complex
layouts and there is no high level support for these features in X3D.
– Source-Code-Related: X3D has an XML encoding and integrates easily
with HTML. We created a software visualisation which showed the
visualisation in one display and another display displaying source code
in HTML (§4.4.1). Showing the actual source code in X3D can be done,
but reading the source code when displayed in 3D is a hard task when
the view rotates. We can also display the source code text in a dashboard
so that it would be visible when the viewer rotates.
• Model Frameworks: We can implement all the software visualisation frame-
works by Keown [118] in X3D, except the metric centric framework as we
do not focus on metrics. The hierarchy centric framework focuses on the
class hierarchy and uses the majority of available 3D properties to represent
properties of the hierarchy. The inheritance centric framework allows a class
to be viewed in the context of all classes which it is derived. The method
centric framework shows a class representation together with representa-
tions of its methods. The property centric framework is where a central class
is visualised together with representations of the properties that compose
the class. Finally, the single class centric framework visualises a single class,
from the system showing as much detail as required.
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6.3 Interaction
6.3.1 User Controls
X3D supports basic user controls, but for more sophisticated software visualisation
controls scripting is required.
• Graphic Changeability: Graphical elements such as position, coordinates,
colour, size, scale, transparency, textures, and visibility can change at run-
time via the X3D routing event model with user mouse or keyboard controls
(§3.3.5).
• Input Events: Users can interact with a software visualisation by keyboard
or mouse input (§3.3.5). Navigation is controlled by mouse input but it is
possible to use game like keyboard controls, ADWS keys for left, right, up,
and down. Mouse interaction is usually mouse selecting, mouse overs, or
dragging nodes. Users can also type messages to control objects in a scene
as well.
• Computation: X3D detects input events by touch, drag, key, and time sensors
(§3.3.5). Graphics can then be changed by interpolators which determine
what colour, position, orientation, or coordinates of a node changes and at
what time during the visualisation defined by frames. A time sensor is used
to link the input events and the interpolators. Multiple ROUTE directives are
used to link all the different parts of the computation. One thing to note is
that nodes don’t have to be controlled by user input, they can be controlled
by just a time sensor, which is what we have implemented for some of our
algorithm animations.
• Elision Control: X3D supports eliding information or suppressing detail
from the display by controlling the rendering technique to view vertices,
wire-frame, flat, or smooth nodes. Figure 6.5 shows the information cube
visualisation from Figure 4.36 with the graphics rendered as a wireframe.
The lighting component allows objects in the world to be illuminated in
various ways (§3.3.4). Some browsers have implemented a headlight control
that allows a user to make all objects in a world be their defined colour when
the headlight is turned on and black when the headlight is turned off. We
discuss more elision type techniques for filtering, in Section 6.3.3.
• Temporal Control: X3D supports start and stop buttons. More complex
buttons such as pause, fast-forward, rewind, step, and speed control require
use of scripting. Some of these buttons were implemented in our algorithm
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Figure 6.5: Information Cube — wireframe rendering.
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animations (§4.2 and Figure 6.6). We also had to control the timer by a script
as once a button was selected by a user the timer kept on going within
the visualisation. When a user presses the stop button the objects stopped
animating, but the timer kept on going. When a user then pressed the start
button the objects would then restart in a different position from where they
had originally stopped. In order to solve this problem we had to scale the
timer using a script function so that objects did stop, pause, and start as a
user would expect when using buttons of this nature.
Figure 6.6: Algorithm animation user controls.
• User Notation: We haven’t created any user notation visualisations, tools,
or controls to create software notations in X3D online. User notation has
not been the focus of our work as we are interested in encoding information
we already have from our XML execution traces (§2.3.3) into a software
visualisation. We would like to explore user notations implemented in X3D
in the future and that it would require heavy use of scripting languages and
Java.
6.3.2 User Navigation
X3D has very good support for user navigation and can support a range of tech-
niques.
• Navigation Types: X3D supports a range of 3D navigation techniques (§3.3.3)
for a user to navigate in a scene. We found that not all of the browsers
implemented all of the navigation techniques, and some have different
names for the same navigation technique.
• Navigation Control: A user can change the navigation type at run-time by
either right clicking in a browser, see Figure 6.7, or using one of the buttons
in the tool bar of a stand-alone X3D browser (§3.4.1). The Flux X3D browser
plug-in actually makes their navigation control buttons visible inside widely
used browsers. The navigation info node (§3.3.3) allows a developer to set
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the kinds of navigation which can be applied to a software visualisation,
likewise set the default navigation option when the X3D browser loads the
visualisation.
Figure 6.7: X3D Navigation — navigation options by right clicking in the Octaga
Player.
• View Refinement: Users can change the point of view in a software visu-
alisation using a viewpoint (§3.3.3) by selecting the viewpoint from the
viewpoints menu. Figure 6.8 shows the available viewpoints (Overview,
Main Method, Right, Left) from the information landscape visualisation
from Figure 4.35. There is no way to create or save a viewpoint at run-time.
Viewpoints can be distinguished by textual descriptions, but there is no way
to search for a specific viewpoint, instead they are just listed in order when
the X3D browser renders the scene. Navigating to a particular viewpoint
in a large software visualisation can be quite cumbersome when there are
many viewpoints defined in a scene. To increase view refinement efficiency
it would be great if viewpoints could be mapped to keyboard shortcuts.
• Speed: A user can control the navigation speed by right clicking to show the
properties menu in a web browser and then selecting the navigation option
followed by the speed option, similar to Figure 6.7. The rotation speed of
nodes can also be controlled at run-time. The ranges for navigation and
rotation speed are from zero to infinite and all browsers implement them
differently, some use base two increments, while others use more descriptive
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Figure 6.8: Information Landscape — showing available viewpoints.
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tags such as slow, fast, fastest, or very fast. The navigation and rotation
speed can also be initially set in the navigation info node (§3.3.3).
6.3.3 User Tasks
X3D supports providing an overview and zooming. X3D has features for filtering
and showing details on demand, but both require combining various X3D nodes
to produce a good visual effect. Relationships, a history of actions, and extraction
of data are not supported, but are possible through the X3D browser run-time API.
• Overview: A user can gain an overview of the entire software visualisation,
only if a specific viewpoint is defined which a user can select and that the
viewpoint encompasses the whole data set (§3.3.3). Alternatively a user can
zoom out to get an overview as well. When creating a software visualisation
it is best to make the default viewpoint to be an overview of the complete
visualisation.
• Zoom: A user can zoom into items of interest using the built-in X3D browser
navigation controls, or by selecting a pre-defined viewpoint which is located
at a zoomed in location of a particular item (§6.3.2). The look-at navigation
type allows a user to select a node, then the viewer will zoom immediately
to some convenient viewing distance from the selected node (§3.3.3).
• Filter: The boolean filter node exists for selective routing of true or false
values and negation. For this node to be useful for a software visualisation it
needs to be used with a script to determine what nodes require filtering out.
Some of the browser built-in functions, rendering techniques, and lighting
are discussed earlier in elision control (§6.3.1). We also found a number of
ways to apply filtering to an X3D scene. Transparency can be used to filter
out certain nodes, likewise scaling or changing the size of nodes, once a
user clicks or moves a user control (§3.3.1). Geometry can also be moved
to different parts of a software visualisation which a user can’t see in the
current view to give a filtering effect. Alternatively a visibility limit can be
set which does not render nodes once they are beyond a specific position in
a software visualisation (§3.3.4).
• Details-on-demand: When a user navigates to a certain distance from a node
or selects a viewpoint the browser can change the physical appearance of a
node using the level of detail or switch nodes (§3.3.2). We can show details-
on-demand in our execution trace visualisations using these approaches
(§4.5). Another approach is to have user controls where a user selects or
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moves a control and certain properties are shown about a node somewhere
else in the software visualisation or next to the node that requires details.
We have done this second approach for our documentation-related software
visualisations (§4.4) which uses frames to show the source code, API, or a
movie about a particular software component.
• Relate: Viewing the relationships among items could mean many things and
depending on what the relationships were they could all be implemented
in different ways. An example from an execution trace visualisation could
be ”show all the classes that inherit from an abstract class or show all the
objects that call another object”. This could be implemented by modifying
the colour or size of nodes or edges, but there maybe a need to have text
input. Since X3D is primarily a presentation format there is no method to
encode the relationship information about classes or objects in the software
visualisations, except if node prototypes (§3.3.6) were used.
• History: There is no built-in support for creating a history of user actions.
This can be achieved by exploring the SAI run-time API of an X3D browser
(§3.4.1) and capturing the events a user performs and then providing options
for a user to go back and repeat those actions. Unfortunately not all X3D
browser implementations make the SAI available for X3D content developers
to use. There is also no support for creating a bookmark or saving a specific
viewpoint once a user finds an interesting view in a software visualisation,
but this is possible using the SAI.
• Extract: X3D is predominantly a presentation format and does not provide
features for extracting sub-collections or query parameters of a visualisation.
Extracting information might be able to be accomplished using a much larger
Java application and looking at the run-time information or the SAI of the
browser (§3.4.1).
6.4 Discussion
To summarise the previous evaluation sections of the framework we have captured
the main points and present them as tables for each of the three categories in
Appendix A. We now discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using X3D for
software visualisation, and then potential improvements.
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6.4.1 Advantages of X3D
X3D has a number of features which make it a good medium to use in software
visualisation. The advantages are as follows:
Graphics X3D has a number of different graphical elements including 2D geometry,
3D geometry, text, textures, lighting, geometry, NURBs, and environment
effects which provide an excellent set of features to get high quality visual
pictures required in software visualisations (§3.3).
Extensibility X3D is designed as a set of components, which are groups of functionality
such as geometry or interaction features (§3.2.3). The specification has been
designed so that it can be extended in the future by adding in new compo-
nents when necessary and not affecting already designed components such
as NURBs or representing humans with such schemes as H-Anim. Node
prototyping can be used to extend X3D features without relying on compo-
nents to be created or added to the specification (§3.3.6). Developers specify
prototypes and then use instances of themwhich are then mapped to existing
geometry primitives or X3D features. Profiles are built from components
and are a standardised sets of extensions to meet specific application needs
such as immersive virtual reality (§3.2.3).
XML Integration X3D has an XML encoding (§3.2.2) which means it can take advantage of
a wide variety of tools such as XSLT and Java XML libraries to create and
manipulate X3D content. X3D has an accepted DTD and XML Schema.
X3D can be embedded in HTML documents. Since XML is very ubiquitous
and distributed as ASCII text, learning the syntax and structure of X3D
documents is relatively straight forward.
Multimedia Sound (§3.3.4) and video (§3.3.1) can be quite easily included in X3D docu-
ments by mapping sound and movie textures to geometry. Using sound and
video can enhance a software visualisation by providing further information.
We used sound to signify ordering of elements in algorithm animations (§4.2)
and video for providing information about classes in UML diagrams (§4.4.3).
Deployment X3D is a text file format that can be deployed easily over the web so it makes
it accessible to anyone with an Internet connection. Users don’t have to
install large libraries or implement their own viewer in order to view X3D
content. Instead one can just install an X3D browser on their computer or
plug-in a number of existing X3D browsers to their web browser (§3.4.1).
Portability Since X3D is a file format it can be rendered in either OpenGL or DirectX
so X3D is not reliant on any particular underlying API platform. There
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are a number of X3D browser implementations that work on the following
different operating systems Windows, Linux, and MacOS X (§3.4.1). The
majority of the X3D browsers are mainly designed for Windows.
Licensing X3D is a royalty free open standard, so it is available for public use (§3.2).
6.4.2 Disadvantages of X3D
X3D does have some disadvantages which make it hard to use for software visual-
isation. The most important of these disadvantages are as follows:
User Controls No user controls for software visualisation are included. Geometry can be
used to create very basic user controls (§3.3.5). More complicated software vi-
sualisation controls such as filtering, or algorithm animation controls require
heavy use of scripting languages (§4.2.4).
Animation X3D relies too heavily on the routing event model (§3.3.5) for animation and
user interactions in X3D software visualisations. The design of the routing
event model is very cumbersome when there are lots of objects that require
animation or manipulation in a visualisation (§4.2.4, 4.3.4, 4.5.4).
Creation Creating large software visualisations by hand is very time consuming. Since
X3D is predominantly a file format for representing graphics it is better to use
other tools and languages like Java and XSLT to create larger X3D software
visualisations (§4.1, 4.3, 4.5).
Filtering X3D lacks filtering, search, and query capabilities. Since X3D is declarative
in nature we found no specific nodes to delete or hide unwanted objects in a
software visualisation. Instead we had to hide objects inside other objects,
change the scale or size of an object, or use transparency effects (§4.2). We
could have also used the switch node (§3.3.2) to achieve the same hidden
effect. Nodes can be labeled with a descriptive text name using the non-
unique DEF keyword, however, this is the only feature supported for script
functions to search or query for types of objects (§3.3.1).
Layout Positioning objects in X3D requires using the transform nodewhich has fields
for translating an object in the X-Y-Z axes and rotation about an arbitrary
point and axis (§3.3.2). With our UML diagrams (§4.3) and execution trace
visualisations (§4.5) we have nodes positioned in graph like structures that
have node-link relationships. X3D does not support the layout or adjusting
of connected nodes very well. When a user attempts to move a node around
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a screen or implement more complex layout algorithms such as spring em-
bedder [250], there are no X3D features to preserve the node-link relationship
between pairs of nodes. This is due to the XML encoding being declarative
and not allowing nodes to have nested grouping relationships overlap. In
order to preserve the node-link relationships, Java or scripting languages
have to be used, and involves substantial programming.
Conformance No tools or processes exist to determine if an X3D application or software
visualisation conforms to an X3D implementation, similar to validating
HTML web pages with the W3C HTML Validation Service2. One could,
however, validate X3D content against the X3D XML schema or DTD, but
that would require downloading the X3D content and X3D schema to a users
machine then opening a separate XML application to validate the file. We
are more concerned that no specific tools or web based services exist for this
process. There exists an X3D conformance testing program (§3.5.1) but it only
intends to promote consistent and reliable tool implementations of the X3D
specification by many vendors across multiple platforms. There has been no
empirical or user evaluation studies on the ease of use of programming in
X3D, nor for any systems or visualisations built using X3D.
Installation To view X3D software visualisations in widely used web browsers such as
Microsoft Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox an X3D plug-in is required
(§3.4.1). We found that neither Microsoft Internet Explorer nor Mozilla
Firefox detected what kind of plug-in was required when browsing to an
X3D software visualisation if no X3D browser plug-in was already installed.
Only some of the X3D browser implementations can be plugged into widely
used web browsers. The downloads for the X3D browser plug-ins ranged
from 1.5MB to 6MB.
Tool Support We found that some of the X3D browsers did not implement all of the X3D
specification nor do they make the SAI run-time API available. This makes it
hard for developers to create X3D software visualisations that are consistent
for all X3D browsers (§4.2, 4.3). The size of most of the development teams
of the X3D browsers range from one person to teams smaller than 10 people.
The problem with the development of the X3D browsers and tools is that
they simply do not have the people to develop tools to meet all user require-
ments of functionality. Since 3D graphics is by nature a specialised field,
the existence of more markets for X3D on the web may prompt more tool
2http://validator.w3.org
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development and hence attract more people to using X3D for 3D graphics
on the web.
6.4.3 Potential Improvements for X3D
There are a number of potential improvements that are desirable if X3D is to be
used in software visualisation.
A significant improvement in X3Dwould be to have a component dedicated for
domain specific software visualisation features (§4.1.3, 6.2.1). Determining what
those features are would be the first step. Some work has been done in our case
studies using node prototyping for UML diagrams (§4.3) and the implementation
of 3D compound shapes from XML execution traces (§4.5).
There are a number of upcoming community improvements to the X3D speci-
fication that look like quite promising features for software visualisation. These
include the layering, layout, followers, texturing 3D, and picking sensor compo-
nents. The layering component will allow organising information in a visualisation
into independent, overlapping layers. The layout component will allow content to
be arranged to appear in specific regions of the display surface. The layering and
layout component may help solve some of the current X3D layout issues (§6.4.2).
The followers component will allow smooth animations of objects, which may
solve the pausing issue in our algorithm animations for us to create continuous
smooth animations (§4.2.4). 3D textures will be able to be applied to geometry
as well environmental shading texturing, which may be useful to show different
aspects of a software visualisation. Finally, picking sensors will allow users to
select specific items in a software visualisation.
A vital step would be to minimise the installation overhead as much as possible.
In order to overcome this overheard, widely used web browsers such as Microsoft
Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox should implement the X3D specification into
their browsers rather than relying on end users to install a plug-in or stand-alone
X3D browser. Implementing X3D in the the widely used web browsers will also
facilitate integration of X3D into web software and services.
After minimising the installation overheard the next step would be to provide
consistency across the main X3D browsers and plug-ins. Even though some X3D
browsers only aim to implement certain aspects of the specification it is important
that the main X3D browsers are consistent so that there is a similar user experience.
The next chapter presents our conclusions, contributions, and future work.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this chapter we offer our conclusions. We summarise the contents of each
chapter, outline our contributions, and look at potential work for the future.
In Chapter 2 we gave an introduction to information visualisation, looked
at various ways to display information using different visualisation techniques,
described what software visualisation is, followed by a close look at existing 3D
software visualisation systems. Finally, we gave an overview of our ongoing
software visualisation architecture project and described our motivation for this
thesis.
In Chapter 3 we gave a brief overview of X3D, described the contents of the
specification, commented on a number of X3D browsers and tools, discussed work
in progress to improve the X3D specification, and finally gave our assessment of
the suitability of X3D for web based software visualisation.
In Chapter 4 we outlined the contribution of a transformer component from
our visualisation architecture project to produce X3D software visualisations from
XML execution traces. We then presented a representative sample of software
visualisation techniques which are common throughout the software visualisa-
tion literature. The case studies included algorithm animations, UML diagrams,
documentation-related visualisations, and software visualisations from XML exe-
cution traces.
In Chapter 5 we presented a framework for evaluating software visualisation
media. The key contribution of this chapter was a major extension to a previous
model created by colleagues in our research group, by adding in new components,
addressing the needs of 3D, and offering a better grouping of key ideas.
In Chapter 6 we applied the software visualisation media evaluation frame-
work (§5) to evaluate X3D for software visualisation based on our analysis (§3)
and experience with X3D (§4). The results of the evaluation showed X3D to be
a useful medium for implementing a large range of 3D software visualisation
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techniques. Finally, we discussed the advantages and disadvantages for X3D in
software visualisation.
The goal of this thesis was to evaluate X3D for use in software visualisation.
Our detailed evaluation was presented in Chapter 6. The major advantages of X3D
are rich graphics, extensibility, and XML integration. The major disadvantages of
X3D are lack of software visualisation user controls, a primitive animation model,
and weak support for filtering and layout. Nonetheless we encourage software
visualisation developers to adopt X3D if they need 3D for the web.
7.1 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• X3D Software Visualisation Case Studies (§4) - we have replicated and
discussed the implementation of a representative range of software visualisa-
tions in X3D including algorithm animations, UMLdiagrams, documentation-
related visualisations, and execution trace visualisations.
• VARE-3D (§4.1) - we have produced a prototype tool which can produce
X3D software visualisations from XML execution traces over the web.
• Software VisualisationMedia Evaluation Framework (§5) - we have create
a framework for evaluating software visualisation media or graphics tech-
nologies for use in software visualisation based on a previous evaluation
model.
• Evaluation of X3D For Use in Software Visualisation (§6) - we have applied
our software visualisation media evaluation framework to evaluate how
good X3D is for software visualisation.
7.2 Future Work
This thesis suggests a number of areas for future work.
Layout information: An area that was exposed during our case studies for pro-
ducing visualisations from execution traces (§4.5) is that X3D lacks support for
the layout of information about a program. Exploring the use of graph layout
languages such as the Graph eXchange Language (GXL) [269] with our X3D soft-
ware visualisations would be worthwhile to see if the layout features could be
improved. GXL is an XML graph exchange format for representing relationships
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between nodes and edges. Ideally we would see GXL being an intermediary step
between the transformation of our execution traces into X3D software visualisa-
tions. Another approach is to create a grammar for representing objects in 3D
software visualisation diagrams, similar to the grammar of node-link diagrams
produced by Ware [258].
Data independence: The data for our algorithm animations (§4.2) was encoded
inside the X3D code and the visualisations do not allow a user to change the data
or select the algorithm they want to animate. Making the data independent of
the presentation of the visualisation (§6.2.2) will allow us to create an interactive
system where upon users can select the kind of algorithm animation they want
to display and input the data set to use. Another possible avenue for data input
would be to extract the most appropriate information from our execution traces
(§2.3.3). Adding information about the algorithm such as how it works and
performance, as well as stepping through pseudo code as the algorithm animates
would be useful features.
Application of evaluation framework to other media: The software visualisa-
tion media evaluation framework (§5) could be expanded by going into more
more detail for other modalities such as sound, video, haptics, or virtual reality.
Applying the framework to other media such as Flash, Tcl/Tk, Java3D, COLLADA,
other 3D languages (§2.3.5), and augmented reality could increase the usefulness
of the evaluation conducted for X3D and the previous evaluation model [74, 75].
VARE integration There are not many available free software visualisation sys-
tems. Most of our previous tools (§2.3.4) have been implementations of different
aspects of our VARE architecture project (§2.3). A good next step would be to
integrate some of our test driving, repository, and visualisation tools together with
VARE-3D. Integrating these tools would create an end to end complete visualisa-
tion system for users and would test the validity of VARE. Eventually we could
make the complete system publicly available as a web application.
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Appendix A
Evaluation of X3D Summary
The following tables Scope (Table A.1), Form (Tables A.2 and A.3), and Interaction
(Table A.4) summarise our evaluation for each of the three categories in Chapter 6.
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Requirements
Task understand software for reuse, maintenance,
re-engineering, and reverse engineering
Audience software visualisations for developers in the areas of
reuse, maintenance, re-engineering and reverse engineering
Target static and dynamic information from software
XML execution traces
Representation 3D software visualisations
Medium over the web
Design
Purpose 3D graphics open standard for the web that has an
XML encoding
Environment over the web
Implementations four main implementations, about 10 secondary ones
Operating System mainly Windows, but some Linux and MacOSX
Hardware recommend x86 architecture, dedicated video card
greater than 1GB of RAM
Learning basic visualisations a few weeks, very competent




Creation by hand, XSLT, X3D editor, Java application
Viewing and Deployment commercial web browser over the web with X3D plug-in
or stand-alone X3D browser
Integration XML oriented, JavaScript, Java
Performance
Data Sets XML execution traces
Types of algorithm animation, 3D shapes, 3D information
Visualisations visualisation metaphors, UML diagrams,
documentation-related visualisations
Scalability 10K - 30K nodes comfortable and not so good for
large amounts of text
File Size less than 100KB for small files and 10-18MB for
large files




Dimensions 2D and 3D
Composition axes can be placed orthogonally to create a metric
Alignment axes can be repeated at different positions in space
Folding along X, Y, or Z axis
Recursion requires scripting
Overloading switch node
Axis Distortion requires scripting
Marks and
Properties
Marks 2D and 3D geometry
Size size, height, or radius fields
Value supports gray scale
Texture images (.png, .gif, and .jpg), sound (.wav, .mp3),
and video (.mpg)
Colour colour node or fields of the material node
Orientation transform node, translation, and rotation attributes
Transparency material node field. 1.0 transparent, 0.0 opaque
Connection can represent graph tree like structures
Enclosure can represent hierarchies
Text standard fonts and effects




Encoding Time routing event model
Encoding Identity colour, size, shape, and position
Variation of Retinal geometry, material, and coordinate points
Encoding using routing event model
Table A.2: Evaluating X3D — Form (Part A).
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Presentation
Data Display independence data can be encoded in X3D visualisations, but is
time consuming to create and causes redundant code,
better to separate the data from presentation
Referencable Objects text based DEF and USE fields
Layout Constraints neither layout constraints or algorithms are supported
Animation routing event model
Other Modalities sound (.wav, .mp3) and video (.mpg)
Programming Languages Java and C++
Program Synchronisation algorithm animation, haven’t done any
execution traces
Multiple Views HTML web frames or within the X3D visualisation
Visualisation Techniques
Compound Shapes 3D cubes, 3D spirals
IV Metaphors Information Landscape, Information Cube
SV Techniques Algorithm animations, UML Diagrams, documentation-related
and execution trace visualisations
Pictorial Representations mainly graph based displays
Model Frameworks all except metrics centric
Table A.3: Evaluating X3D — Form (Part B).
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User Controls
Graphic Changeability routing event model and users controls
Input Events mouse and keyboard
Computation detects input events by touch, keyboard, and drag
sensors and initiates a timer, linked by ROUTE directives
Elision Control rendering technique, lighting, transparency
changing geometry properties
Temporal Control start, stop exist. Pause, fast-forward, rewind, step,
and change of speed require scripting
User Notation not supported
User Navigation
Navigation Types any, walk, examine, fly, look-at, none, slide, and pan
Navigation Control right click or X3D browser tool bar option
View Refinement descriptive viewpoints
Speed navigation and rotation speed by X3D browser option
User Tasks
Overview user navigation or specific overview viewpoint
Zoom user navigation and look-at navigation type
Filter Boolean filter field, user controls but requires heavy
use of scripting
Details-on-demand level of detail (LOD) or switch nodes, user selection
Relate not supported, requires scripting and node prototyping
History not supported, requires scripting and using the SAI
Extract not supported, requires scripting and using the SAI
Table A.4: Evaluating X3D — Interaction.
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